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Silver Trail,
Rogers families
receive ruling
of favor in suit
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The Century Seven
Spring Creek takes
time to recognize
100-year residents

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer

Two Murray families and a
southern Marshall County distillery earned a favorable ruling
this week in a
lawsuit against
an
Oregon
company they
accuse of contributing to a
fatal
still
explosion earlier this year.
Records with
the Marshall
Circuit Court
Clerk's Office
in
Benton
show
that
Judge Dennis
Foust issued a
default judgment in favor
of the families
of Kyle Rogers
and
Jay
Rogers, both
of Murray, and
Silver Trail Distillery of Hardin
Monday in Marshall Circuit
Court. The default ruling was
issued after the defendants in
the case - The Revenoor
Company of Yanhill, Oregon did not make a response in the
case.
"Having heard the motion of
the plaintiffs, and the court

DEBBIE BATTEIGER / Ledger & Times photos
ABOVE: Shown are, front from left, Spring Creek
100th birthday residents Evelyn Rietdorf, Nadine
Copus, Rosie Cook, Dorothy Lindle. Nadine Pace and
Elsie Valentine. Not shown: Thilda Watson. Back:
Keith Travis, Murray-Calloway County Hospital vice
president of Development; Joanna Thomas, Spring
Creek activity director: Missy Liles, Spring Creek
activity assistant; Whitney Villanueva, Spring Creek
activity assistant: Tern Grogan. Spring Creek assistant director of Nursing; and City of Murray Mayor
Jack Rose.
LEFT: This is the cake used for the occasion.

III See Page 2A
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In his arrogance the wicked
man hunts down the weak,
who are caught in the
schemes he devises.
Psalm 10:2
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Seven ladies who have lived
through the Roaring 20s, the ;
Great Depression and both:
World Wars gathered in a room
to celebrate turning 100.
Family and friends came,
together to honor Evelyn:
Rietdorf, Rosie Cook, Nadine:
Pace, Nadine Copus, Elsie
Valentine, Thilda Watson and
Dorothy Lindle at Spring Creek
Health Care & Rehabilitation
Wednesday afternoon with
cake and punch. Rietdorf is the'
only honoree who will turn 101
this year: that happens Oct. 17.
Cook turned 100 on March
22 and Pace on March 24.
Copus turned 100 on April 5,
Valentine on July II and
Watson and Lindle will both
turn 100 on Oct. 11 and 21,
respectfully.
Marie Taylor, a family friend
of Rietdorf, stood up to celebrate her friend with a story.
Taylor said Rietdorf loved
children and they loved her.
While working in the nursery
of her church, that was evident
when a parent told Rietdorf
about something a child who
was about to have a baby brother or sister had said. •
"She told (her parents) that

•See Page 2A

MCCH continues prep for ICD-10 implementation
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Wednesday's monthly meeting of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Public
Hospital Corporation Board of Trustees
touched on a familiar tbpic - a phenomenon known as 1CD-10.
This is a mandatory patient coding

Rotary parade
'Lights Up'town
at 5 pm,Dec.5

system that will be implemented by hospitals and medical facilities nationwide
starting Oct. 1, and it is being viewed
both with anticipation for what healthcare observers believe will result in a
more efficient system, as well as fear
because the road to efficiency may
become terrifying with so many
unknowns involved.

"I've been in this business 20 years
and 1 can't remember ever having more
apprehension about something," said
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Chief Financial Officer Dirk Morgan
during Wednesday's meeting, not out of
fear for MCCH not being ready(MCCH
has been preparing for what is being
described by some as the Y2K of health-

care for more than a year). "It's just the
unknown, and it seems like every day
another question about this comes up for
us. Thankfully, it looks like those are for
small issues we think.
"One thing is for sure, though By this
time next month, we'll have a pretty

III See Page 6A

Residential College Pride Day at Murray State
HAWKINS TEAGUE /
Ledger & Times photo
Murray State University
President Dr. Bob Davies reads
a resolution outside Elizabeth
Hall on Wednesday declaring
Sept. 23 as the university's first
Residential College Pride Day.
The university says the residential college system assigns
everyone on campus to a
smaller community to make college life more of a connected
experience, providing opportunities for leadership roles.
group activities, spirit initiatives
and a chance to interact with
not only their peers in the residential college, but also with
faculty and staff members.

Staff Report
On Dec. 5, a new holiday tradition will start in Murray.
The Rotary Club of Murray will
host its annual Christmas parade
at night. Starting at 5 p.m. on
Dec. 5, the "Rotary 'Light Up
Murray' Christmas Parade presented by Murray Electric
System" will kick off the holiday
season with an electrical light display through the downtown.
The parade route will be the
same route used in the past. The
parade will move east on Main
Street, beginning at 10th Street,

•See Page 5A
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Country Living on y 10 minutes • m Downtown Murray'
MOTIVATED SELLER! WE WILL PAY CLOSING COSTS UP TO $5000!

1459 Airport Road •$147,000
MURRAY MIMI: r, AL)](I

2200 sq ft home wtth 3 or 4 bedroom% 2 full baths, 1 half baths located on almost one acre. Large open
floor plan, 2 car attached garage, newer mot vinyl siding and windows. Bathrooms and kitchen have all
been updated. Ail new flooring throughout, granite countertops, and al new stainless steel appliances
Transferable Home Warranty paid for first year!
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Daily Forecast
Natioesi Weather Service
Thursday: Sunny, with a
fifgh near 86 Calm wind
*coming northeast around 5
Mph in the afternoon
, Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 55.
Light northeast wind.
Friday: Sunny, with a high

near 83 Calm wind becoming
northeast around 6 mph in the
morning
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 60 East
northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday: A 20 percent
chance of showers. Partly
sunny, with a high near 80.
Calm wind becoming east
northeast around 5 mph.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers before
lam Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 61 Light east northeast wind
Sunday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 82. Calm wind.
Sunday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 61.
Calm wind.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 82. Calm wind.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 62.
Calm wind

Backyard Burgers hosts Ponder fundraiser
Staff Report
Three local Backyard Burgers restaurants will be giving back to a
fallen hero.
Stuart Austin, district manager of Backyard Burgers in Murray,
Paducah and Lone Oak,said the restaurant will give 20 percent of its
total sales on Sept. 24 to help Kentucky State Police trooper Joseph
Cameron Ponder's family with expenses.
"We want to support our community and help his family, help them
through this tough time," Austin said.
'."You can't correct a tragedy but you can help the family."
- At the Murray location, the restaurant will be open from 10:30 am.
tp 10 p.m.,the Paducah restaurants are open from 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Austin said that in addition to the percentage of total sales, the
restaurant will also take individual donations as well.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Tones
SEE YOU AT THE POLE: Murray High School students and faculty members, along with local church officials, formed a
large circle around the campus'flag pole Wednesday morning for the annual See You at the Pole observance. See You at the
Pole is a program founded 25 years ago by a Texas school that calls for students to gather around their campus'flag pole and
to lift up their friends, families, teachers, school, and nation to God on the fourth Wednesday in September. See You at the
Pole"4 is a student-initiated, student-organized, and student-led event.

•Silver Trail Rogers families...
From Front
being otherwise sufficiently
advised, it is herby ordered and
adjudged that the plaintiffs'
motion is granted," Foust said in
his ruling document.
"It is further ordered and
adjudged that a default judgment
shall be and is entered in favor of
the plaintiffs against the defendant."
Kyle Rogers and Jay Rogers
were performing their regular
duties at the distillery on the
morning of April 24 when the
explosion and subsequent fire
occurred. Both men were flown to
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, Tennessee
after receiving significant injuries
in the explosion, namely burns.
Kyle Rogers, 27, died on May

II at Vanderbilt as a result of his
injuries, Jay Rogers, 40, has survived his injuries, though he is
still requiring extensive therapy.
Court documents charge that it
was the malfunction of a 1,135iiter still system used to manufacture moonshine whiskey at Silver
Trail that resulted in the explosion.
Those documents also target
Revenoor.
Documents stated that Revenoor
"negligently designed, assembled,
manufactured, marketed, distributed and sold the subject still system in such a manner that it created unreasonable danger of physical harm and injury to the reasonable, foreseeable and intended
users of the subject still system.
"Revenoor had the duty of reasonable care in the design, assem-

Eake
9950 St. Rt. Hwy
bethelfellowshipky@gmail.com

Calling all entrepreneurs!
The Delta Challenge is coming to
Murray, Kentucky
Are YOU in?

Homecoming 2015
Sunday,September 27th
Sunday School 10:00 AM
Worship & Singing 11:00 AM
Join us for a time of worship
as we sing favorite hymns and
southern gospel songs.

Pitch your idea on October 6 1 6:00 pm

Lunch at Noon in Fellowship Hall

Curris Center 1 Murray State University
For more information
or transportation,

Register today at dra.govjentrepreneur
*Must register by October 1

please call 270-293-0286.
Located on Hwy 94,
of Alum .

Everyone Welcome!

bly, manufacturing, marketing,
distributing and sale of the subject
still system, which included preventing it from exploding and
injuring users."
Court records listed Fred
Wilhelm and Marlene Hockama
as managing agents for Revenoor.
Documents also show that
Wilhelm, shortly after the explosion happened, attempted to make
contact via telephone with the
plaintiffs but left a voice message.
In that message, as he stated in
other court records, he said he was
no longer heading Revenoor and,
that since Feb. 23, it was
Hockama, identified in records as
his sister, who had been in charge
of the company after basically
forcing Wilhelm out of that role.
Court records, though, state that

the Oregon Secretary of State's
office still listed Wilhelm as the
"registered agent" for Revenoor.
Records also show that Kyle
Rogers' parents, Don and Rhonda,
are shown to have joined the
plaintiffs in the lawsuit on July 17.
Silver Trail and jay Rogers were
already listed as plaintiffs before
that date.
None of the records indicated
how much of a monetary reward
the plaintiffs in the case are seeking. Earlier documents, though,
demanded "a judgment against
the defendant "in an amount reasonable to compensate it for its
damages set out in this
Complaint."

•Century Seven...
From Front
the baby could have her room
and she could go and live with
Ms. Evelyn," Taylor said.
She said although Rietdorf did
not have any biological children, she has many "adopted"
children.
"She chose you," Taylor said,
beaming.
Pace, although she had family
in attendance, chose to tell a
story of when she was a young
girl in Calloway County.
"It was a hot June day near
Dexter," she began.
"We had a good supper. I can
see it now, a flash of lightning.
My (father) said 'looks like it's
going to be a bad storm.' It got
so bad that my granddad stood
in the kitchen, holding the door
closed. I call it a bad storm, I
guess you would call it a tornado."
After spending the night. Pace
said there were trees down in
the morning light. When they

got back home, they were
relieved when their house was
still standing.
"Our trees were lost. I remember that," she said.
She added that the chickens'
feathers had fallen off in the
storm.
Valentine's son, Bob, told of
growing up as one of four boys
and recalled the fun spirit of his
mother. He said that up to five
years ago, Elsie Valentine was
swimming 20 laps a day.
"As a little girl, she made up
her mind to always have a good
time," he said. "She's an important part of four lives and many
other lives, I'm sure."
Joanna Thomas, Spring Creek
activity director, said she was
glad to celebrate the "centurions."
"It's such a privilege working
with our 100 year olds, they are
very active," Thomas said.
Spring Creek gifted the seven
ladies with iPods, loaded with
their favorite music. Thomas
said the gift is part of the center's "Music and Memory
Program" and family members
were instrumental in choosing
the music.•
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AVAILABLE
8x10 $120/mo.
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'Heroes Reborn'revives creator King's saga
By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer

This Is Where I
Leave You
by Jonathon Tropper
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When Judd Foxman left work early to surprise his
wife with a chocolate-strawberry cheesecake for her
birthday, he had no idea that he would be the one in
for the surprise when he learns that his wife Jenn has
been involved in a year-long affair with none other
than Judd's own radio-shock-jock boss.
Amid the painfully public breakup of his marriage
and the loss of his job, Judd's father dies — with his
last wish (although he is an atheist) being that his family sit Shiva. Judd reluctantly joins his mother, brothers and sister and mother for the seven days following
the funeral.
The week-long "grounding" period is filled with
tension and high emotion as long—standing grudges
resurface, secrets are revealed and old passions are
reawakened. Then Jenn arrives with news of her own:
she's pregnant."
Jonathan Tropper is a gifted writer who has captured
the intricacies of love, marriage,divorce and family in
"This Is Where I Leave You" with both side-splitting
hilarity and heart-breaking sadness.
The film adaptation of"This Is Where I Leave You"
was released by Warner Brothers Studios in 2014.
The movie was directed by Shawn Levy and stars
Jason Bateman,Tina Fey and Jane Fonda.
Jonathan Tropper is the internationally bestselling
author of six novels: "Plan B," "The Book of Joe,"
"Everything Changes," "How To Talk to a
Widower," "This Is Where I Leave You," and "One
Last Thing Before I Go." Jonathan is also the co-creator and executive producer of the television

JONATHAN
TROPPER
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ta.
show "Banshee," which premiered on Cinemax in
January 2013. He lives in Westchester, New York with
his three children.
To learn more about CCPL's Book to Movie Book
Club, programs and services, please visit the library
located at 710 Main Street, Murray, KY and online at
www.callowaycountylibrary.org.
CCPL Book to Movie Book Club
September Selection

Virtuoso voiceover artist West pipes up with a podcast
the repurposed garage of West's
home nestled on a cozy cul-desac in the Hollywood Hills.
With the garage door opened
LOS ANGELES (API —
Odds are, the voice of Billy to a perfect L.A. morning
recently, West and Gomez are
West is ringing in your ears.
Or rather, Voices. A leading hashing out a future episode
voiceover actor, West has spo- amid a crush of audio equipken up for title characters on ment, keyboards, vintage juke"Doug" and "Ren & Stimpy," boxes, a carpenter's work bench
for latter-day revivals of Bugs and a riot of random artwork on
Bunny, Woody Woodpecker and the walls.
"We wanted the show to be
Popeye,for a broad swath of the
"Futurama" crew, even Red all over the place," says West,
63, a compact man with a
M&M.
Now West has brought his jazzed-up manner that strikes a
virtuosic yackety-yak to his fine contrast with the easygoing
own podcast, speaking for him- Gomez.
The show gives West free
self on "The Billy West Show,"
with five editions posted on his reign to draw on his encyclopewebsite and iTunes of a series dic treasury of voices, dialects,
he hopes to build on every cou- sound effects and pop-culture
references. (When was the last
ple of weeks
The freewheeling format time you heard a perfect imitaunleashes West with his vocal tion of Paul Harvey advertising
cast of thousands, accompanied Kava coffee?)
"He's a crazy student of all
by the singular voice of Jim
Gomez, a veteran director-ani- things sonically," says Gomez
mator and, here, a stabilizing admiringly.
Born in Detroit, West spent
influence who keeps this whole
his youth as what he calls an
enterprise from flying away.
Offering a seamless 30 min- alien ("an alien studies everyutes or so of sketches, mock- body and everything") who
interviews and other foolish- would "run around and throw
ness, "The Billy West Show" out voices and noises,just blurt
aspires to be "ALMOST good out stuff, like some kind of
college radio," says West, while Tourette's."
Immersed in radio and TV,
it draws on classic comedy
influences including the 1960s- he honed his skills as a sonic
and
scavenger, parroting
era Firesign Theatre.
The episodes are recorded in restyling whatever he heard.
By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer

FERN TERRACE OF MURRAY,LLC
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NEW YORK (AP) —
"Heroes," NBC's mystic, globespanning thriller, aired from
2006 to 2010, then was unceremoniously canceled.
Now it's back as "Heroes
Reborn," airing as a I3-episode
limited series that debuts with a
two-hour opener Thursday at 7
p.m. CDT.
As before, its a trippy meditation on unsuspecting individuals
who, to their delight or dismay
have been vaulted to extraordinary levels of ability. But unlike
the original series, their special
status as so-called "Evos" is now
known to the world, which views
them with suspicion or worse,
especially after a terrorist attack
for which they are deemed to be
responsible.
Jack Coleman returns from
the original series, with newcomers including Ryan Guzman,
Zachary Levi, Robbie Kay,
Danika
Yarosh,
Henry
Zebrowski, Rya Kihlstedt and
Judi Shekoni.
Once again, Tim Kring, 58,
serves as the creator and an executive producer. Here are reflections from Kring on his reborn
series:

room, and that was very good,
because I wanted this to be
brand-new idea. I wanted to
honor the previous show and its
mythology: an indeterminate
number of ordinary people
around the world waking up to
discover they have some sort of
unique abilities, and layered on
top of that, the idea that we
always have to save the world
from something. But that's such a
broad premise, and I wanted this
show to occupy a new stage. I
had always wanted to tell the
story of what happens in the
world after the world discovers
these people."

Christos Kalohondis / NBC via AP
In this image released by
Coleman
NBC,
Jack
appears in a scene from
"Heroes Reborn," premiering Thursday on NBC.

NOT A COMIC
BOOK GUY
"This is my 30th year as a
writer in Hollywood. 'Crossing life in a more conscious way'
Jordan' was my 46th paying job That idea resides again in
as a writer.'Heroes' was my 47th. 'Heroes Reborn.'"
'Heroes Reborn' is my 50th. I
OVER AND OUT?
have written all kinds of things.
"'Heroes Reborn' was always
and my taste as a writer sort of
talked about as an 'event series,'.
mirrors my tastes as a viewer —
extremely eclectic. In a long and the purity of that lets the
career, you get known for the audience know there's a clear,
things that succeed the most, but beginning, middle and end. An
they reflect only a part of who origin story is almost always the
you actually are. I never saw most interesting story, and once
myself as pigeon-holed, and I a character has learned all that
certainly was never a sci-fi they need to know existentially
writer. I never tried to hide that I about what is happening to
was not of that world. I was a bit them, and what it all means,
of an interloper in that world, as those big questions end up being
TIME MARCHES ON
"Because we didn't get that I've been very quick to admit to replaced by plot questions —
which are not as powerful and
fifth season, I have always everybody."
exciting."
(It's why the original
thought there was an unfinished
"Heroes" lost its focus, and a
IN TOUCH
nature to all of this. But time has
"I've always liked exploring chunk of its audience, in its later
really changed what that might
be, and for the better, I think, global consciousness and inter- seasons, Kring theorizes.)
"A show like this wants to
now that we have the benefit of connectivity in my writing. That
was a message I explored even repopulate itself, to recast, and I
five years distance.
I don't know how many days on shows like 'Crossing Jordan,' think we proved that here by
our premiere is from the airdate and certainly 'Touch' — which adding so many characters.
of the final episode (Feb. 8, starred Kiefer Sutherland as the There has literally been not a
about
2010), but we're saying that's the father of an emotionally isolated single conversation
exact time span since the story child with a gift for discerning extending 'Heroes Reborn'
connections beyond 13 episodes. But, yes, it
left off. We're treating this as if mathematical
it's not the fifth season, but the between divergent people that is a brand that I feel very com10th season, as though there help bring them together in bene- fortable doing another version
were actually unseen seasons that ficial ways."Random events may of. And then? As with any series,
or may not be random. The con- it's comes down to casting, the
took place in between."
sequences of your actions have 7effikiist and fairy dust — if you
ripple effects. So if you under- can capture all of those,then you
SMOOTH TRANSITION
"We had a brand-new writers' stand that deeply, you'll live your have 'Success." III

AP Photo / Frazier Moore
In this Aug. 5, 2015 photo,
Billy West poses in his
garage in the Hollywood section of Los Angeles.
"When I hear anything distinctive, it bedevils me until I
can somehow replicate it for use
in making other sounds," says
the guy who applied the art of
Tuvan throat singing to reproduce Popeye's tinny-yet-gruff
tones.
Even so, West didn't go
straight into voice work. In his
teens he got a guitar and was
hooked on rock 'n' roll.
"I wanted to be the best guitarist in the world," he says, and
in the years that followed he
formed bands including The
Grief Counselors and The
Shutdowns, opening for Roy
Orbison, the 4 Seasons, and Jan
and Dean. II
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DATEBOOK
Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, Sept.
25, at 1 p.m., in the Community Room of the
Calloway County Public Library. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more
information call Dot at 270-293-5588.

wit*.

Bobby J.

Darnall reunion planned
The Darnall Family Reunion will be Saturday,
Sept. 26, from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. at the
Datebook Schoolhouse Pavilion in the Murray-Calloway
Martha
County Central Park. There will be a potluck
Finney Andrus, lunch at noon. For more information or quesCommunity
tions, call Karen Crick at 270-489-2496.
editor

Greater Hope to hold give-a-way
Greater Hope Baptist Church will have a clothing give-a-way
Saturday,Sept. 26,from noon until 2 p.m. at 711 River Road,South
Fourth Street. For information,contact Rosa Hudspeth at 270-2274852.

Rifle clinic to be held
Project Appleseed will be conducting a rifle clinic on Saturday
and Sunday, Sept. 26 and 27, at the Henry County Gun Club near
Puryear, Tennessee. The fee for adults is $60 and $20 for youth
under 18. For further information and registration, go to
www.appleseedinfo.org or call 270-753-7104.

LGHS Class of 1960 to hold reunion
Photo provided
• MCC SENIOR CITIZENS: Pictured are the Happy Hatters from the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center during
their day trip to Clarksville for lunch and shopping. The Senior Citizens Center takes three outings per month including the
•' Happy Hatters and ROMEOS.

in personal and organizational
development. They learned
about strategies for operating
and maintaining active chapters
of Phi Kappa Phi and participated in a one-day training program
of Collegiate EmPowerment
seminars, which explored and
enhanced individual strengths,
interpersonal styles and the
capacity to lead.
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Briggs & Stratton to sponsor Poker Run

For more information on the
honor
society,
go
to
PhiKappaPhi.org.•

Briggs & Stratton Relay for Life team will sponsor a Life Poker
Run on Saturday, Sept. 26. Registration is at 9:30 am. with bikes
out at 10 am. at the Briggs & Stratton parking lot. Cost is $10 per
rider with door prizes and food available. All proceeds will go to
the ACS Relay for Life. For more information, call Georgia
Paschall at 270-767-3824.

Goshen UMC to open food pantry

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.4999 •

Volunteers needed for clean-up in LBL
Volunteers are needed for a trail clean-up on Saturday, Sept. 26,
from 9 a.m. until 12:30 p.m., at Wrangler's Campground in Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area in celebration of
National Public Lands Day. Call 270-924-2007, email
volunteer@friendsoflbLorg or sign up at Wrangler's Campground.
Volunteers will need to bring their own water and snacks. Bug
spray, garbage bags,lunch and additional water will be provided by
Friends of Land Between the Lakes. Volunteers may bring horses,
mules and wagons,although they are not required. The Homeplace
1850s Farm admission fee will be free in honor of National Public
Lands Day.

MSU student attends Phi Kappa Phi leadership sutnmit
Special to the Ledger
As student vice president of
Jaime Elizabeth Staengel of the Murray State University
St. Louis, Missouri, recently chapter of Phi Kappa Phi,
attended the Student Vice Staengel was nominated to
President Leadership Summit attend the Leadership Summit,
hosted by the honor society Phi which brought together more
Kappa Phi, the nation's oldest than 65 student vice presidents
and most selective collegiate from across the nation and the
honor society for all academic Philippines.
The two-day event was develdisciplines, in Salt Lake City,
oped to engage the participants
Utah.

The Lynn Grove High School Class of 1960 will have its 55-year
reunion dinner Friday,Sept. 25,at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille. For questions or information, contact Janace Sims at 270-753-5093.

Goshen United Methodist Church,4726 State Route 121 North,
Stella, will open their food/products pantry on Friday, Sept. 25 and
Saturday, Sept. 26,from 10 am. until noon.

%•-‘,%...14.;propert .coui

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

Fall Concert to be presented at MSU
The Music Department at Murray State University will present a
Fall Fanfare Concert during Family Weekend activities on
Saturday,Sept. 26 at 2 pm.in Lovett Auditorium. Admission is $10
for students and adults and children 3 and under is free. For more
information, contact Emily Rearden at Erearden@murraystate.edu.
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4-H Cloverbuds to meet Saturday

Vivian Claire
Ross

&Gifts
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HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Mastertaril

FALL HARVEST DAYS
Open House & Sale-A-Bration

Fri. 111 Sat., September 25-26
Extra-Special Savings!
Crapemyrtle (all colors)
White Dogwood
Chaste Tree
Knock Out Rose
Snowball Bush
Summer Perennials
Ornamental Grasses
Shade Trees

Reg. $19.99
Reg. $69.99
Reg.$45.00
Reg. $26.99
Reg. $19.99
Reg. $7.99
Reg.$15.00
Varies

SALE $10.00
SALE $3S.00
SALE $22.50
SALE $ 13.50
SALE $ 10.00
SALE $2.00
SALE $10.00
5014 OFF

Thomas F. Ross and Melissa
Gayle Pike Ross of Dexter,
Kentucky,announce the birth of
their daughter, Vivian Claire
Ross, born Thursday, Aug. 13,
2015, at 12:51 p.m., at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
She weighed 7 pounds and 8
ounces and was 1925 inches in
length.
Grandparents are the late
Robert H. and Frances Ross of
Dexter and John F. and Janet
Pike of Payneville. Her brothers
are John Robert Ross and
Gideon Ross.

The 4-H Adventure and Outdoor Club for Cloverbuds will meet
Saturday, Sept. 26,from 9:30-11:30 am. at the home of Gary and
Linda Wallis. All 5-to 8-year olds are welcome. Parents are encouraged to attend with their children.

MWC Creative Arts will meet Monday
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday,Sept. 28,at 9:30 a.m. at the clubhouse. The program
will be "Bazaar Business." Hostesses are Sue Miller, Jean
Simmons,Freda Steely and Peggy Shoemaker.

W.A.T.C.I1 needs aluminum cans
The W.A.T.C.H Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.

Downtown Saturday Market to be held
The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of Murray's
court square on Saturday mornings. Vendors will be offering home
grown vegetables and fruit along with farm raised meats, fresh
bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry and textiles. For
vendor information, contact Murray Main Street, 270-759-9474.
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Bobby 1. Smith

Mary Etta Crouse

John L Haley

Bobby J. Smith,80,of Murfreesboro,Tennessee,
died Thursday, Sept. 17, 2015 at his home.
He was a native of Kirksey, Kentucky and the
son of Kermit and Gracie Byerly Smith, who preceded him in death.
He was a member of Southeast Baptist Church
and a veteran of the U.S. Army. He was a retired
salesperson with Imperial Foods of Smyrna,
Tennessee. He graduated from Kirksey High
School and attended Middle Tennessee State
University in Murfreesboro.
Sada
He was also preceded in death by his wife,
Deanie Insel Smith, who died in 2013.
Mr. Smith is survived by a son, Kent Smith and wife Karen of
Jacksonville. Florida; a daughter, Vivian Thompson and husband
Paul of Mt. Juliet, Tennessee; stepsons, Bobby Bragg and wife
Glynis of Murfreesboro and Walter David Bragg and wife Brenda
of Wendell, North Carolina; a brother, Larry Smith of Crittenden;s
sister, Lillie Brooks of Texas; 14 grandchildren and 11 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at II am., Saturday. Sept. 26, 2015 at
Woodfin Memorial Chapel with Rev. W.D. Thomason and Rev. Joe
Vinson officiating. Burial will follow in Evergreen Cemetery with
military honors. Visitation will be from 4-7 p.m., Friday, Sept. 25,
2015 at Woodfin Memorial Chapel.
Online condolences may be left at www.woodfinchapel.com.
Woodfin Funeral Chapels, Murfreesboro, Tennessee, is in charge
of arrangements.

Mary Etta Crouse, 74, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Sept.
22,2015 at her daughters home after an extended illness.
She was born in Marshall County, Kentucky on April 13, 1941 to
Ernest Taylor Freeman and Flora Henson Freeman.
She retired from Mattel in Murray.
She was preceded in death by her parents; two stepmothers,
Lareva Henson Freeman and Betty Dowdy Freeman; one brother,
Edwin Freeman; and one stepsister, Sue Byassee.
Ms. Crouse is surviyed by one daughter, Melissa Shipman and
husband Paul of Murray: two sons, Donnie Crouse of Fruitland
Park, Florida and Randy Crouse of Murray; half-sister, Irene Loe of
Dexter; two half-brothers,,Milton Freeman of Murray and Gerald
Freeman of Benton; and three grandchildren, Brandon Underhill,
Tia Crouse and Micah Crouse all of Murray.
A graveside service will be Friday, Sept. 25,2015 at 1:30 p.m. at
Murray Memorial Gardens with Rev. Tim Palmer officiating. Burial
will follow. Visitation will be Friday, Sept. 25, 2015 from 11 a.m.
until 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

John E. Haley, 85, of Mayfield, Kentucky, died Sunday Sept. 20,
2015 at 8:15 am.,at Mills Health & Rehab in Mayfield.
He was a member of Northside Church of Christ,
a retired carpenter and a Korean Army veteran.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Oather
and Josie Burnett Haley, a son, Bobby Adams, a
sister, Eva Fleming and a brother, James Haley.
Mr. Haley is survived by his wife, Beverly Shaw
Haley; two daughters, Pam Carter of Mayfield and
Joanna Haley of Paducah; two sons, Todd Haley
of Mayfield and John Haley Jr. of Farmington; a
brother, Bob Haley of Nashville, Tennessee; eight
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Haley
Graveside services will be at I p.m., Saturday
Sept. 26, 2015 at the Farmington Cemetery with
George Glover officiating. Military graveside rites
will be conducted by American Legion Post 26.
Visitation will be from II a.m. until 12:30 p.m.,
Saturday. Sept. 26, 2015 at Brown Funeral Home.
Mayfield.
Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

Billy Joe Coursey

Families say barge caused capsize
in Louisville; company denies fault

Billy Joe Coursey, 83, of Benton, Kentucky, died Wednesday,
Sept. 23, 2015, at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Teacher slain trying to stop killer
Kim Davis loses another bid is among 22 Carnegie honorees
in the Penobscot River in Maine on
By 10E MANDAK
Aug. 8, 2014. Karen Wessel, of
to stall gay-marriage case
Associated Press
Arlington Heights, Illinois, died after
PITTSBURGH(AP)- A Nevada helping save an 8-year-old boy from
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky Clerk Kim Davis has lost
her latest effort to stall issuing marriage licenses to same-sex cou- middle school teacher who was killed drowning in a Wisconsin lake on July
trying to stop a seventh-grader armed 22,2014. And Tou Hu Vang,of Coon
ples, one of a fast-growing collection of rejected appeals.
Davis,fresh out of jail for defying a federal judge, again asked the with a gun is one of 22 people being Rapids. Minnesota, died trying to
honored with a Carnegie Medal for save his nephew from drowning May
judge to postpone his mandate that she license all couples.
25,2014.
heroism.
a
sparked
rural
County,
in
Rowan
Democrat
a
as
Davis, elected
A Canadian man, William Ayotte,
Students say 45-year-old Michael
fiery debate about religious freedom and the rule of law when she
refused to issue any licenses after a ruling by the U.S. Supreme Landsberry walked calmly toward of Churchill, Manitoba, used a snow
12-year-old Jose Reyes at Sparks shovel to save a woman from a polar
Court in June effectively legalized gay marriage nationwide.
The American Civil Liberties Union filed a suit against Davis on Middle Schaal and asked for the bear attack Nov. I, 2013. Ayotte
behalf of four copies,two straight and two gay. U.S. District Court weapon before Jose fatally shot him ended up being injured by the bear.
The other 17 winners are from
Judge David Bunning ordered her to issue the licenses, not only to Oct. 21,2013.
Jose had already shot one student in Arizona, California, Hawaii, Indiana,
those four couples but also to any other qualified to be married.
Davis ignored him,lost a string of appeals then spent five days in the shoulder in the play yard before New Hampshire,Pennsylvania, Utah,
jail. Her deputies began issuing altered documents while she was classes began that day. and a former and the Canadian province of
Washoe County school district police Ontario.
behind bars, including to both gay couples who sued her.
The Carnegie Hero awards are
Her attdrneys with the Liberty Counsel, a Florida-based firm that chief said Landsberry's actions gave
for Pittsburgh steel magnate
named
cower.
for
run
aa
time
students
ilther
order
Bunning's
toss
to
court
appeals
the
asked
rights,
opposes'Jgay
The boy ended up4ounding anoth- and philanthropist Andrew Carnegie,
that expanded the licensing mandate to all couples, arguing that
because the couples who sued her received a license, she should not er student and firing two more shots who was inspired by stories of herointo the wing of the school before ism during a coal mine disaster that
have to issue any more while the case is pending.
The appeals court denied the request last week on the legal tech- fatally shooting himself to end the killed 181 people, including a miner
and an engineer who died trying to
nicality that her lawyers did not first ask the district judge for a siege.
rescue others.
will
who
forbe
honorees,
new
The
the
redirected
team
legal
Davis'
require.
rules
court
delay,as federal
The commission investigates stomally announced Thursday. include
appeal to Bunning, who rejected it Tuesday.
save
of heroism and awards medals
ries
to
trying
died
who
others
three
"It would essentially allow her to reinstate her'no marriage licensseveral times a year. It has
cash
and
others.
the
violate
likely
and
appeal
the
of
pendency
the
during
es policy
Ronald LaRue, of Mayfield. given away $375 million 9,797
constitutional right of eligible couples," the judge wrote.
Mat Stayer, her attorney, called the request with the district judge Kentucky,died attempting to save his awaniees or their families since 1904.
"a formality" that had to be completed before asking the appeals 5-year-old grandson from drowning
court to consider it again.
He said they will soon file the same motion with the Sixth Circuit
U.S. Court of Appeals.
The ACLU,meanwhile, has asked the judge to order Davis to reisMIDWAY,Ky.(AP)- Kentucky's major party nominees for lieusue the licenses, which were altered to remove Davis' name,job title
questioned
her
sued
governor clashed over a sexual harassment scandal in their
who
couples
the
tenant
and
Davis
Both
and county.
6
first televised debate.
the validity of the edited documents.
Democratic nominee Sannie Overly denounced "false attacks"
The ACLU has asked Bunning to consider penalizing Davis again
her
placing
including
Republican Matt Bevin that she turned her back on the female
licenses,
the
issue
from
to
refuse
to
if she continues
office under a receivership, which would allow another person to state workers who said they were sexually harassed by a former
Democratic state lawmaker. Overly said both she and Democratic
oversee the marriage licensing process.
request.
that
to
responded
nominee for governor Jack Conway condemned the behavior and
yet
not
has
The judge
would work to change the culture in Frankfort.
Republican nominee Jenean Hampton criticized Overly for
attempting to seal her testimony during the lawsuit, _suggesting
Overly was trying to hide something.
For the first time, two women are the major party nominees for
be
will
applications
Parade
From Front
governor in the same election. Independent candidate
lieutenant
available online in the coming
passing across the court square, weeks, along with the rules and Drew Curtis' running mate Heather Curtis was not invited to the
and ending in the parking lot of regulations for using lights and debate.•
the Briggs & Stratton plant.
decorations. There will be no
"This is the start of something
to participate in the parade.
cost
new and exciting for our club
details will be
Additional
said
and our community,"
soon.
released
Donna Poston, parade commitAwards will be given to the
tee chair. "We want to embrace
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
floats, as decided by the
best
this new event with Murray
Phone(270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Electric System and involve as audience. Crowd favorite
first,
for
much of the community as pos- awards will be given
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
second and third places. IN
sible."

Hampton,Overly clash on sexual harassment lawsuit
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Family members of five people
who died when a boat capsized
on the Ohio River say in federal
court documents that the placement and condition of a construction barge caused the
tragedy.
Walsh Construction Company
said in court filings that it is the
barge's owner, but the Chicagobased company said it is not
responsible for the crash and has
asked a judge to exonerate or
limit its liability under maritime
law.
Nine people, including five
children, were aboard a pontoon
boat July 4 to watch fireworks
when the river's rushing current
slammed the boat into a barge.
The boat capsized, and five
people drowned. Three children
and an adult were able to make
it to safety.
Lawyers for the families asked
the court to dismiss the company's request, saying they want a
jury trial for unspecified damages.
According to the court filings.
the families said the company
was negligent because it didn't
use "adequate procedures" to
assure the barge was seaworthy,
properly lit and placed in a location where it "did not pose a
danger and cause swift and dangerous currents and eddies to
passing vehicles" like the pontoon boat.
Walsh
for
Attorneys

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, Sept. 26 & Sunday,Sept. 27
1:00 - 3:00 PM
"Country Living only
10 minutesfrom

Mike Davis, Publisher .....,........mdavis@murrayledger.com
Alice Rouse,Publisher Emeritus
editor@murrayledger.com
communitynews@murrayiedger.com
Community NewsChris Woodall, Advertising Mgr. ____ads@murrayledger.com
classified@murrayledger.com
Classifieds

circulation@murrayiedger.com
Circulation
Rita Boggess, Business Mgr. .....-rboggess@murrayledger.com

Subscription Rates
All subscription.s payable in advance. Home delivery 6 days a week.

Downtown Murray"

MOTIVATED SELLER!
WE WILL PAY
CLOSING COSTS
UP TO $5000!

1459 Airport Road •$147,000
2200 sq ft. home with 3 or 4 bedrooms,2 full baths, 2 half baths located on
vinyl
almost one acre. large open floor plan, 2 car attached garage, newer roof,
new
All
updated.
been
all
have
kitchen
and
siding and windows. Bathrooms
flooring throughout, granite countertops, and all new stainless steel appliances.

Transferable Home Warranty paid for first year!

-3 mos

Year

, elAr

Mailed in Calloway County,
KY $105. By snail to rest of KY,
Graves & Marshall Counties $120.
All other mail subscriptions $145.

_
Pubilsbed Monday through Saturday. Not published on Sundays, Memorial
Day, July 4, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New Years
Day. Periochcah postage paid at Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
420714040

• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Correction
Due to a reporter's error, the first
name of Jean Bailey was misspelled in Monday's story about
this year's Heart Walk. The Ledger
& Times regrets the error.
--The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.
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Irt STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Doit Jones Ind.16.27989-50.58
.130A9- 2.13

Air Products

BB&T
Bank of America

llopFed Banc*
1BM

F.:

11.94 -0.01
- OR I
28.74 + 0.07

Kroger _

'4138.0.03

1514 - 0.01

Mattel

22.72 .0.15

15.72 + 0.15

McDonakls._......_______ 9739 + 0.19

Briggs & Stratton______. 19.52 .0.25
Bristol Myers Squibh___.61.74 035
70.19. 1.49

Caterpillar

,,t .1:00 p.m.

on Stith otht r 2,

Intel

-11432+ 092
APPk
AT&T,Inc. _.----.___.32.19 - 0.08

Chevron TCILIKO Corp.._ 76.17- 1 AR

Merck._

51.02 + 0.2A

Microsoll

43.87 - 0.03

JCPenney.
Pepslco,

937 - 0.01
+ 0.03
32.63 + 037

Yahoo

29.74 - 0.66

Pfizer,

Dean Foods

17.76 + 0.16

Regions Financial

8.95 + 0.03

Sears Hahne& Corp

25.14 - 0.45

Exxon-Mobil.._.-___.___ 7229 OAS
13.65 - 0.27

General Electrk _._.____ 15.14 + 0.03
Chao Smith Kline
kmazoa

18.80 + 0.11
........536.07 - 233

Time Warner--____.69.03 - 036
l'S Bancorp
tothem

41.06 - 0.04
14949 + 014,3

t4'al-4art ...________ 63.73+ 0.14

Goodyear Pre & Robber _2137 + 6.01

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-RI:
Ron Arant 1 Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 1 13004441854
Hours: 800 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 04.-F

MISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know as soon as possible so we can get one to you
or give you credit. Call(270)753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times (USPS 3110-710) • Murray Ledger & Times is a
member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
Newspapers Publishers Association. The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.

NOTICE
Investment
The
•
Committee of the MurrayCalloway County Public
Hospital Corporation Board
of Trustees will meet at 7:30
a.m, in the board room of the
North Tower of the MCCH
campus, 803 Poplar St.
include:
items
Agenda
Economic update and portfolio performance report.
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Construction, which is overseeing construction of new bridges
across the river, said in court filings that it used "due diligence"
to make the barge seaworthy
and that the company bears no
fault in the incident.
Four members of the Swinney
family were killed along with
37-year-old Joyce Wright. II
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ONLY HAPPENS ONCE A YEAR: With Wednesday marking the official first day of fall, it
also meant a once-a-year event happened in Murray. in this image taken at sunrise
Wednesday morning, the sun is shown directly over the center line of Main Street just west
of the court square. This only happens with the autumnal equinox.

Monday, September 21
Purchase any Most Popular Menu Item or Zalad and WINO
a coupon for one free Most Popular Menu Item or Zalad
with the purchase of a Large Beverage,
r.

•MCCH, ICD-10...

Tuesday, September 22
All active EMTs, firefighters, police and military receive 23% OFF.
Mot prow!'wapiti ID or be ie unliorm to receive

months on the positive side.
"Certainly you have to look at
Most volumes for the hospital our strength with that being our
good idea of how this is going,
were down,including the usual- (emergency department, which
not just here but elsewhere."
ly reliable endoscopy service had nearly 1,700 cases in
Until then, MCCH will conline, which finished 74 proce- August), but that also goes to
tinue to focus on its own matdures under budget. Still, that our inpatient side. We have
ters, which include its finances.
leaves endoscopy more than 4 heroes spread throughout,
And it would seem that the
percent ahead of 2014 numbers. though, who make this happen,"
financial report for the month of
One glaring volume highlight Penner said.
August was pretty positive.
ace
was with long term care as
For the month, MCCH finSpring Creek Health Care &
Penner also announced the
ished with solid showings as a
Rehabilitation finished with acquisition of the services of Dr.
sale of its Home Health and
4,804 days recorded, nearly 200 Chris Stanczyk,a urologist, who
Adult Day Care interests to
above budget.
has practiced in Mayfield the
Baptist Health spurred a net
Spring Creek's praises also past several years.
income of $745,000, some
continued as MCCH Vice
His arrival comes on the heels
$228,000
above
budget. President
of Human Resources of the retirement of Dr. H.S.
MCCH's EBITDA also was
John Wilson noted that its Jackson, who was at MCCH 44
strong at a little more than $1.5
employee turnover in 2014-15 years.
million,$259,000 above budget.
very well may be at its lowest
"And Dr. Jackson gave an
Also, after a nine-day loss in
level since MCCH took the absolutely glowing endorsedays cash on hand tor July,
facility over many years ago.
ment of Dr. Stanczyk. He's had
brought on by a plethora of
***
a great reputation," Penner said.
issues that Morgan had predictOne thing that has remained a "He's from this area (he and his
ed probably would not be
constant for MCCH has been its family reside in Murray) so he
repeated, that category made a
patient satisfaction marks on the knows it well. Plus he does a lot
strong recovery, bouncing back
MCCH Balanced Score Card of procedures a lot of urologists
up to 130. These aspects also
and CEO Jerry Penner once haven't been doing. What this
helped MCCH finish with one
again had good news to report to means for us also is that patients
of its strongest-ever operating
his board on that front.
won't need to be referred out.
margins at 14.1 percent, continFor the month of August,
"We're very excited to have
uing a trend of duce straight
MCCH scored a solid 91.
him coming here."•
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Wednesday, September 23
FREE large Beverage with the purchase of any
Most Popular Menu Item or Zalad,

Thursday, September 24
FREE Cookie with any purchaw

Friday, September 21
FREE Nibbler coupon with any adult meal purchase,

Saturday, September 26
Th•ifIRST SO guests to purchase an adult meal will receive a lashy's Fanatic Pack I
with 52 FREED-ilk —1 each muskier.
a Oar All guest. will receive FM cake )
and a coupon for a FREE lappiptlisi$ from 10.30 am. to 1 pm, with the
purchase of a Most Popular Menu Item, Sandwich Basket or hied,

Hope to see you here!
AT THIS LOCATION ONLY

1209 N. 12th St.• Murray • 270,761,3333
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2015 Chevy Impala IS
MSRP: $27,885
Peppers Discount:-$677 ,
Rebates: 42,500 -

MSRP: $23,565
Peppers Discount:-$592

-

L

Rebates:-$3,500

Nom(
3 mo. —
6 mo.-1 yr. ......

Rest(
(Puryes

3 mu—.
6
1 yr.—.
I Cheek

I Name

Chevy Tralverse L
MSRP:$38,035
iscount:41,81
Rebates:-$2,

St. AcIchl

ffAs

City

.skt.1:4;ie

State
Daytime
MI

For

a

Murray Ledger & Times

Thursday, September 24, 2015 • 7

gr & Times

Nicki Peach

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
1A113 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3.35 per coluntn inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

$0.25 First Day -20 words or lea.- Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
classified needs

Nellie Klessig
Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager
for all your
Circulation needs

..\--"Talace An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified0murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS
MARKET
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE

minced the
-vices of Dr.
plogist, who
layfield the

STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187

on the heels
)f Dr. H.S.
t MCCH 44

060
Help Warded
HILLDALE Apartments
now taking applications
for Maintenance.
basic knowledge of
repairs, painting, and
some groundskeeping.
knowledge of minor
plumbing and electrical
a plus. Apply in person
64 Hilldale Lane #301
Hardin, KY 42048.
EOE
Hiring immediately irrigation laborers and
service. Pay dependent on experience. To
apply:
valiantirrigation.com/emplotment.

I.

11
11

Murray CPA firm has an opening for a
Staff Accountant with a minimum of
two years tax season experience.
A CPA license is preferred but not
required.
Applicant must possess excellent
communication skills, be proficient in all
Microsoft office products and work well
both individually and in a group.
Please send resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040 M
Murray, KY 42071

ABBCO Service Corporation, a national
contract cleaning company, is hiring part
time GENERAL CLEANERS for industrial
plants in the Murray, KY area. General
cleaners exp. is pref. Evening shift is
M-F. Weekend shift is Sat-Sun for 4 hrs.
and fill-in during the week as needed.
Must pass all required background
checks, including E-Verify. 1-800-2463221 x511 leave name and number.

SBG Real Property Professionals, LLC
is seeking a hard-working, dedicated, and
high-integrity individual to serve as our
Maintenance and Landscaping
Technician.
Responsibilities will include general
maintenance, repairs, remodeling, light
construction work, yard maintenance,
mowing, landscaping, and general property
upkeep. Qualifying experience and skill-set
are required. Employment is considered to
be full-time with benefits including hearth
insurance, paid vacation, and sick time; compensation will be competitive based on qualifications and work experience. Individuals
may apply at our office located at
1105 State Route 121 N, Murray, KY 42071
during regular business hours.
Any questions or resumes may be

submitted to rstangerasbqproperty.com.
BRICK laborers needed. Must have transportation and drivers
license. 270-489-2790,
leave message.

If14!&TIMES

I Check

$80.00

1
1
1
1

11
11

Local Mail
(CAlowty)

3 mo..--.-430.00
6 mo.....--S55.08
1 yr......--$105.00
All Other Mal
Subscripdons
$75.011 ti
3 mo.
6 mo.
--$145.00
1 yr

Money Order

Visa

M/C

I Name

St. Address
I City
Zip

State

ADJUSTMENTS

ti
IP

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 420'71
Or call (270) 753-1918

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayledger.com

KY Lake Oil Company
is seeking to fill a convenience store manager position in the
Mayfield/Murray area.
Salary
Competitive
plus benefits. Flexible
hours, ability to multitask and supervise
people are required.
Send Resume to: 620
Street,
4th
South
Murray.

LAWN tech needed
Call 270-978-7157

NEEDED full-time dishwasher/preper.
Experience helpful, but
not required. Apply in
person, no phone calls.
Apply at the Blue and
White Grill, 318 Main
St. Hazel, KY.
SEEKING Loan Officer
Candidate
Trainee.
must be motivated,
good customer service
skills, organized and
able to prioritize workload, have strong leadership skills and working relationships. Prior
experience a plus but
necessarily
not
Send
required.
Resume to:
1040L
Box
P.O.
Murray, KY 42071

TAKING applications
for equipment operator/
CDL driver. Apply at
2033 Outland School
RD. Murray, KY.

Eyecare Specialties

•

Dr. Kevin Adams

308 S. 12th 1

Murray
•Eyegkisses
759-2500
*Contacts
'Eye Disease
murrayeyecare

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224

Nick McClure-Owner

Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

WORLD
Business Us•thenciaies •Mews& Acquisitions
Dean E Cherry. Managing Director-270-978-9046

.

I
I

YOUR AD CAN BE
HERE
CALL NICK!
270-753-1916

Call NICKI PEACH
320

140
Went 63 Buy
"ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
WOOD burning fireplace insert in good
270-227condition.
8627.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

o135 E South 12th St

or all
1 Leger &
1
sour updates!
1
1
1
ftLEDGER
1

3
6 me.

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Business Atinuirs

WARD-ELKINS

11
1
murrny
heck the
I, 1
Timesc--

Rest of KY/TN
(Purr.& B.f.)

RidlY
Saturday

Fri.10uu
Fit 9 LO.
Ikt9a.m.
Nce.12pia.
%Ltd.&
p.ut
Tru.12p*

VISA

,
PSINESS II SERVICE DIRECTORi

Thank you tot your business'

Online or In Print

Home Delivery
3
6
I yr.

*Am*
Ilvaday

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

.111011

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Tuesday

Are you an Individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
If so, please email:
bsmith U inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

Rd
S.MIC

Von*
Seek*:

Assembly Workers &
Manufactures in Murray Area.

I ilk1/,,
NMI/kin \
753-6132
ike us MI I:It:hook
111:011111k.t
pkinp.th Ii
I

DEADLINES

ink Minns,

Infinity Group is hiring for

BILLBOARD For
Rent!
Hwy 641 South
High traffic count
$300/mo
270-761-4558
gtaylor20000
gmail com
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Call

(270) 753-1713
160

Moms Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40
Take home today!
180

Lawn& Garden

Brown dyed/Double
Convenient in town location!
Hours:Ries-Fri 8-4, Sat 8-12
512 sr
280

Roble Homes For Rant
MOBILE homes to
rent. Apply at Riviera
Courts.
320

Apstannts For Ran
1 OR 2br apts. nea

downtown

LARGE
Bedroom
1BA, up stairs, apart

2BR, 1 1/2BA Duplex
for lease in Puryear,
appliances furnished
including washer/dryer,
lawn care. No smoking,
No Pets, References
Required, $675.00 a
$675.00
month,
deposit Call 731-2475422
2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-7534556
1505 Duiguid Drive

DUPLEX for rent, all
applances. Call 270767-9948
NEW apartment in
Hazel $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211

Public Son

2 ABSOLUTE REAL
ESTATE AUCTIONS

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

month
$425.00
deposit. Call 731-2475422
bedroom
2
NICE
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease. 270227-7414
Nice, Large, Duplex.
2BR, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage.
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743

Retail or Office

Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 4 711

3,700 square foot commericial building for
rent. $1,600 a month.
South 4th st. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251

Houses For Rant

Obedience
DOG
wnyw.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

2BR 1BA $550/month
and deposit. 270-978.-

270-753-8964

410

Public Sale

0742
3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-753-

9898
Stomp lisrnals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Career of 121 S. & Gina&

10x15's
(270) 436-2524

19X10'. &

PREMIER
IMNISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
.We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Friday, October 2nd 2015 @10AM
Location: Lot B-7 in Fox Ridge Subdivision, Fox Ridge
Court, Benton, KY 42025. From Downtown Benton: Take
Main Street/US 641 South 0.2 Miles, Turn Left Onto E. 14th
Street/Hwy. 1445/Dogtown Rd. And Proceed 0.9 Miles,
Turn Left Onto Fox Ridge Court And Proceed To Auction
Site. Signs Posted!
LOT B-7 IN THE FOX RIDGE
SUBDIVISION 0.40 ACRE LOT

BUILDING SITE MOMENTS FROM
DOWNTOWN BEN TON!!!
REAL ESTATE SELLING ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST
BIDDER AT 10AM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
AUCTION TERMS: 15% Down Due Day of Sale With Cash
Balance Within 30 Days. A 10% Buyer's Premium Will B Added To The Final Bid And Included In The Contract Price.
Make Your Inspections Prior To Date of Sale.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Friday, October 2nd 2015012 PM
Location: 29 Fern Lane, Alm% KY 42020. From Murray:
Take US-641 North Approx. 8 Miles, Turn Right Onto Wind
Dr.froskana Or. And Proceed 0.3 Miles,Turn Left Onto Fern

Lane And Proceed To Auction Site. Si!ns Posted!
HOME - DETACHED GARAGE - 1 ACRE

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
&
Driveways
All
Paved.
Walkways
270-293$439,900
4602
For Sib

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

TDD 1-900-545-1833 ext 283
.
6
iroatutoon cr an pr.11
tilapporesvity frrnuler
cud arrkner

410

ment for lease in
Appliances
puryear
furnished
including
lawn
washer/dryer,
care. No smoking, No
References
pets,
Required, $425.00 a

Murray.

Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.

at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Apennines For Rant

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverffeld Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
3 BR, 2 Full Bath,
Brick, 1580 sq ft,
Living Area, 1 Owner,
Good Neighborhood,
City Schools
270-293-8439

122
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER Norm
CALL
MASSIF=
A11113111$010
112TAILS
(270) 753411111.

pea

LOCATED JUST OFF US-641
NEAR MURRAY & BENTON!!!
REAL ESTATE: A 16'x80' Manufactured Home Featunne
Bedrooms, 2 Baths,
Living Room, Kitchen &
_Utility Room. Exterior
a a 411•
,ftS, -•
111111 -.11§
Features Include A 30'x30' 4
Detached Garage All
Situated On A 1 Acre Lot.
REAL ESTATE SELLING ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST
BIDDER AT 12 PM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
**PROPERTY IS SELLING AS IS AND IS IN NEED OF REPAIR**
KOCTION TERMS:15% Down Due Day of Sale With Cash Balance Due Within 30
Days. A10% Buyer's Premium Will Be Added To The Final Bid And Included In The
Contract Price. Make Your Inspections Prior To Date of Sale.

,z, ,,„&r,,:,,-9 ;, :
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270-247=3253 aaa.h.trrismictions.c

800-380-4318

SEE MORE AUCTIONS
ON THE NEXT PAGE!
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ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
Thursday, October 8th, 201506:00 PM
Location: Airport Road, Kirksey, KY 42054
Peect.so.c

54.43

Sstare

+/-

ACRES
ON AIRPORT ROAD
SELLING
ABSOLUTE!!
Froni Maw At641 Maid NY410Rome neat10Miles and Aim Abrth onto Arocrt Fel and
Proceed 4.5 Mee to Fain. Farm is Located Crictly across from Feast Rd Signs Posted!!
Level to Gently Roling North Calloway Co. Farm Featuring Tillable
Acreage, Wooded Buathng Sites, A Tknberland Located between
Charley Miller Road and Hwy80 Four Lane. Near Murray, KY
REAL ESTATE: Tract 1* 33.54 +1- Acres. Tract 2" 2.02 +/Acres. Tract 3* 2.02 +/- Acres. Tract 4* 2.32 +/- Acres. Tract
5" 14.54 +/- Acres of Woodland.
Real Estate Sells Absolute to the Highest Bidder at 6PM1
Auction Held 0 Murray Country Club,2200 College Fenn Rd. Murray, KY 42071
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day Of Sale Baiarxe In 30 Days A 1094 Buyer's
Prarnrum Wit Be Added To The Final Bid & Included In The Contract Price Mak.
Inspections Prior To Date Of Sfolo.

1st Afictiott Selling Absolute Cr, 6pni 54.43 4-1- Acres

ATV
2013 Polaris
Sportsman 500 HO. 67
miles on the odometer,
11 7 hours of usage,
with accessones Like
new condition $4,900
270-206-1996
2005 140 Heritage softtail. Excellent condition $9,000 or take
over payments if you
qualify. 270-978-5593

186.59 +1-

ACRES ON
AIRPORT RD

AMP,
41

KY 42054

81011111.181111111011116111111110.811

5
,4

Sternly:At641N sad XY-8 Proceed West30 Miles and 'Urn North onto Airport Rd and
Proceed 4.5 Agee to From Farm is Located Deerfly across from rictwet Pa Signs Posted!!
Level to Gently Rolling North Calloway Co. Farm Featuring Tillable
Acreage, Wooded Building Sites, 11 Timberland. Located between
Charley Miller Road and Hwy BO Four Lane. Near Murray, KY.
REAL ESTATE: Tract 6'2.07 +1- Acres. Tract 7' 70.13 +/- Acres. Tract
8* 1242 +/- Sq. Ft. 1 Story, 3 Bedroom, 1.5 Bath Brick Veneer Home on
Peterson Lane that is Situated on 6.15 +/- Acres. Tract 9* 3.62 +/- Acres
Tract 10* 76.74 +/- Acres. Tract 11* 4.66 Acres. Tract 12* Is a Swing
Tract. 23.22 Acres and may only be combined with Adjoining Tracts
Real Estate To Sell at 6PM! Auction Hold 0 Murray Country Club!!
2200 College Farm Rd. Murray, KY 42071

Well Drilling

DSCAP1NG
MULCHING
AF REMOVAL

Residential
Agriculture/

ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

14. 15. 16 inch

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Call 753-5606
HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Year Sepik Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Said. & Mulch
(270)2934686

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason
(270)226-0194

KRUM
1:1.11. 1.:1'1'
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•Handynwi SOIVIC:011
•Yan:i Work
•Prestase Washing
•Horne Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.

270-247-3253 ‘ss•‘s 1

All=IN"- 4II

Sw

In One Tract With A Country Home
Productive Farmland - Woods - Pond
3 Ete*vont Frame Nome With A Like New Metal Roof
Garage - Outbuildings
Selling With A New Certified Survey!!
15% Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days - No Buyer's Premium!
.< jaawwwwiesse-smsevislta-ccesnirw IF CPr IDektalltst >.
Highlights: Ford 191 Red Belly Tractor wiSkie Distributor And Hour Meter • 3 Pt 4'
Cutter .3 Pt Blade • Concrete Mixer • Troy Bill Riding Mower • 2 Wh Trailer • Yard Roller
• Gates • Horse Drawn Items • Steel Wheels' Cast Iron Heating Stoves • Iron Kettles •
POW Tools • Hand Tools • Cub Cadet & Troy Bill Weed Eaters & More
1930's "Cobbler's" Shoe Shop Equipment, Many Pieces
1998 Lincoln Towncar Signature Series Automobile
From The Home : Well Kept 4 Pc Antique Bedroom Suite • Chifforobe • Singer
Treddle Sewing Machine • Army Trunk • Side Tables • Side Chairs • Collectible 78
Records •Ashley Wood Burning Stove • Marty Nice Old Quilts • Eden Pure Heater •
Granite Top Kitchen Table • Antique Dresser w/Oval Mirror • Antique Radios •
Grunow Console Radio • Frigidaire Refrigerator • Like New Over Sized Wicker Set
• Sofa, Chair, Table' Books • Glassware • Music Amps • And Much More!
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

'...JAMES R. CASH
1
',--'7;;‘6' AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER pe
'
l ii
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
JR
R
'THE SELLING MACHINE.'

e_T.; :
7 ,==.77-a,::7,, a
1111

AL `. /MEMEL .." •-

_a la I -----=

(ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)
Saturday, October 3rd, At 10:00 A.M.
Airs. Aleere Forst Property - Near Dexter, KY
From Murray Take Hwy 641 North 7 Mlles To Hwy 1346, Proceed East, Cross Hwy
1824 And Continue East 1.6 Miles To Brooks Chapel Road, Turn Right Proceed
South 1 Mile To The Property....Or From Hardin Take Hwy 641 South 1.5 Miles To
Hwy 1346. Proceed East Cross Hwy 1824 And Continue East 1.6 Miles To Brooks
Chapel Road. Turn Right Proceed 1 Mlle To The Property Signs Posted'
6 Mlles North Of Hwy 80-641 - 8 Miles Northeast Of Murray
Brooks Chapel Community. Neer 3053 Brooks Chapel Road, Dexter, KY
Calloway Ccaursty, Kiariturcky
Eg

a -..r.XS.

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

"If you've pot It we eat' store If
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncity, and 2417 Surveillance

4n16.6

or-41-s.

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

*SPA coating & strip
'Licensed-Insured
Gallinnor• Eloctrical Contractors, LLC

40 yrs expr,n,

(270)759-0501

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

a_SbricAas Hand Natled

FRAME'S

TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

HALL'S WASI1
MANAGEN1LN

bdostrlaUtommwdoUtedlaitlai

• weekly & Special pickups
•locally ov.,ned/operated

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

bass C.6111111111111

(Q5SQCItt

KEtiTUCKYLAISE
REMODELING COM

Al

All Aspects of
Remodeling

kusalcapist4

*Home improvements
*Bath & Kitchen
Drywall, PaintIng,
Tile, Flooring, Decks
•Insuned 'Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
ntlemtvir OfAncjies List

• Electricity
=mate Control Units
ell Ars.

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
*Stump'Grinding

• Landscape design & maintenance
.Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

Lamb 'Tree Pro
•Trimming / Tree
Removal
•Licensed& Insured
Free Ectimates
270-753-TREE
(8793)
Credit Cards Accented

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
smaltHandyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.
560

Column

*Insured
HOSTA'S, must pick
up! 270-227-2280

,(270) 489-2839

HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to high drugstore prices! 50
Pill Special - $99 FREE Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now: 1-800-490-2790.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your EVENT, PRODUCT, AUCTION or
RECRUIT an applicant in this newspaper plus 85
other newspapers in KY for only $250. Save time
and money by making one call for all! For more
information, contact the classified department of
this newspaper or call KPS 1-502-223-8821,
email: sparryOkypress.com

HELP WANTED
CAN YOU DIG It? Heavy Equipment Operator
Career! We Offer Training and Certifications
Running Bulldozers, Backhoes and Excavators.
Lifetime Job Placement. VA Benefits Eligible! 1866-362-6497.

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
MEDICAL BILLING SPECIALIST NEEDED! Train
at home for a career working with Medical Billing
& Insurance Claims! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Online training at Bryan University! HS
Diploma/GED & Computer/Internet needed 1877-259-3880.
AIRLINES CAREERS - Get FAA certified Aviation
Maintenance training. Financial aid if qualified Job placement assistance. CALL now. Aviation
Institute of Maintenance 888-207-2053.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 - MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your own bandmill - Cut lumber any dimension. In Stock ready to ship.
FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.com 1-800-5781363 ext. 300N
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1016 Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days - No Buyer's Premium!
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-NeE, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
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HELP WANTED - SALES
EARN $500 A DAY: Insurance Agents Needed •
Leads, No Cold Calls • Commissions Paid Daily •
Lifetime Renewals• Complete Training • Health
& Dental Insurance • Life License Required. Call
1-1388-713-6020
MISCELLANEOUS
OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR - InogenOne Regain Independence. Enjoy Greater Mobility.
NO more Tanks! 100% Portable Long Lasting
Battery. Try it RISK-FREE! For Cash Buyers Call
1-800-998-1638
SERVICES
DISH NETWORK - Get MORE for LESS! Starting
$19.99/ month (for 12 months). PLUS bundle &
Save.(Fast Internet for $15 more/month.) Call
Now 1-800-417-8079.

35 DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED! Learn to drive
for Werner Enterprises! Earn up to 42k first Year!
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Local CDL Training
gets you job ready ASAP! 1-877-243-1812.
APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High Demand! Get
you CDL Training in 16 days at Truck America
Training and go to work! State WIA Grants and
VA Accepted. Tuition Financing Available. 1st yr.
avg. $38 - $40,000 per ATA (502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644.
CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS *NEW 389
Pete's *Trucks set 0 70MPH..Starting pay up to
.41 CPM *Health Ins. •401K 'Per Diem Pay
*Home Weekends. 800-648-9915 or www.boydandsons.com
DRIVERS- No Experience? Some or LOTS of
experience? Let's Talk! No matter what stage in
your career, its time, call Central Refrigerated
Home.(855) 958-2748
www.CentralTruckDrivingJobs.com
HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign on bonus.
Regional flatbed. No tarp freight. Excellent pay
and benefits. Owner/Ops welcome. Call 800-5545661. ext 331. www.txtransport.jobs
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L I GER
&TIMES
Is looking for a self-enterprising, full-time

NEWS REPORTER
Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong time
managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the job. Applicants
should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Quark )(Press, Adobe
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is
also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and
an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of

F Witt

content and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect
strong, local coverage year-round.

r
i
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Pairxr VARD
SAMS,

Check Back for More Auctions
next Thursday!

DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT children
$125.00. Includes name change and property
settlement agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast and
easy. Call 1-888-733-7165. 24/7
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED

STANLEY Home Products / Fuller Brush
Representatives Needed. Start your own Home
Based Business! Earn extra money servicing
people in your area. Little or No Investment. 336991-1113. shpbeck0bellsouth.net

AUCTIONS
AUCTION - Equipment of Little River Pipeline,
Oakwood, VA. October 8th - 10:00 AM. United
Country Riverside Realty & Auction, Inc. 844276-SOLD. Visit
www.riversidemachineauctions.com. Online
Bidding VAAFe 815

Selling With A New Certified Survey!!

dodo

270-293-3406

*Firewood

ADULT
Make a Connection. Real People, Flirty Chat.
Meet singles right now! Call Livelinks. Try it
FREE. Call now 1-888-979-2264.

Tract 1 - 10.76 Acres
Tract 2 - 8.83 Acres
Tract 3 - 8.30 Aare* • BUY A TRACT OR ALL THREE!
jamaeossaremaeses-smeoffire Fcbir Illestrellsal >.

Sak w
tor,P
dimaerw

(270) 759-0890

DE CLASSIF

In 3 Tracts And In Combinations
A Icings Little, MAW Farm/
Good llonmalters - Woods - Ponmod

FILO

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage Hwy 94E

800-380-4318

The Culp Estate - Meuse- 13euriticeas, KY
From Benton At The Courtkiuse Take Hwy 408 -East 12th St.
' East .5 Mile To Hwy
1462 "Benton•BIrrningham Rd" Turn Left And Proceed NE 2.7 Miles.... From
Draftenville Take Hwy 68 SE 4 Miles To Hwy 1462 " Benton-Birmingham Rd" Turn
Right And Proceed SW 1 Mlle!
Marshall Crararsty, Kier-sturcIcy

.. -

LOVING nanny with
cheerful disposition.
Looking for special
family
who
needs
someone to care for
their children. Infants
through
elementary.
B.S in music. Excellent
references 731-9248211.

GARLANE
RENTAL

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

MINI
STORAGE.
untJ/ 11111

Saturday, October 10th, At 10:00 A.M.

w-eirilhyr,f,.,

Over 28 Years
Experience

ON BEA

42,40
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TRAVIS
ASPHALF

270-436-5959

1855 5, Rt 45 14.alt, • 1111.1,I.1.1 55 4:,1515
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PRESCOTT
ROOFING

S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured.
270-705-8427

HOME and Office
cleaning. Reasonable
pnces. Availability for
weekend and evening
cleanings. Call today
for a quote. 270-2270055

530

530
Services Ofteree

*Asp-vitt Installation

www.hillelectric.com

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

753-9562

FfIDM

REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day Of Sale Baance In 30 Days A 'O'k Buyer's Premium
Will Be Added To The Final Bid & Included In The Contract Pnce, Make Inspections Prior To
Date Of Sale Buyer WI Be Required To Sign A Lead Boned Paint Waver

Well Pump Service

USED TIRES

..111111.

Thursday, October 8th, 2015 @ 6:00 PM

Irrigation

ELECTRIC

530

HOME & LAND AUCTION

SERVICE

Hill Electric

We Financc

2nd Auction - Being Offered at Auction - 186.59 +/- Acres

A.G.S. Well &

GARY W.DICK

Starting at S20
mounted

Merrily Led

I

180

2 AUCTIONS WITH

Location: 32 Peterson Lane Kirkse

Murray Ledger & Times

Send resumes to mdavis@murrayledger.com or editor@
murrayledger.com. Attach clippings of your work, which can include
designs and/or photos(should be formatted appropriately).
PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience. The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal
opportunity employer. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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Old Caved

Vine St

. 12th St.
th St.

2248 Hal Dr.
Briarcrest Subdivision
FM.(9/25)4-8PM & SAT.(9/26)8AM-NOON

Murray
•High
School

Moving sale! Downsizing

Velii8I108

ie -

Hwy 94E

lay
nit

1302 Larkspur Dr.
FRI.(9/25)& SAT.(9/26) 7AM-1PM
Hoene decor, tools, some old items,
cast iron cooker tank and much more.

5
701 Earl ct
FRL(9/25)& SAT.(9/26) 7AM-NOON
HOlieleokl goods, tools,4-wheeler,clothes, pictures, dishes

:tors, LLC

s, LLC

MOW

.com

704 Vine St.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
SAT.(9/26) 8AM-NOON
Sale will be on the lower level. Items include children's
ooys, games, books, cookbooks, decor, household items,
dimerware, glassware, purses,jewelry, clothes, shoes, etc.

"z- Murray ledger & Time

10
Narrow Gates Estates
Off of Coles Campground
FRI.(9/25)& SAT.(9/26)
7AM-?

1084 Watson Rd.
WED.(9/23),THURS.(9/24),
FRI.(9/25), SAT.(9/26)& SUN.(9/27)
8AM-5PM

Neighborhood yard sale. We have it ALL'
Baby items & clothes, tools, home decor
and much much more!

Furniture, household, kitchenwares,
brand new upright shampooer,
and much more!

196 Dogwood Hill Club Rd.
Gilbertsville
From Draffenville,641 to
caution light, 1422 follow signs
THURS.(9/24)& FRI.(9/25)
8AM-4PM

168 Boggess Dr.• Almo
FRI.(9/25)& SAT.(9/26)
8AM-4PM

COUNTY SALES

oads
q*.

7187 St. Rt.94 W
After red light in Lynn Grove
FRI.(9/25)& SAT.(9/26)
8AM-3PM

ance
if removal)

2-family yard sale! Household,
clothes, Wii games, Barbie house and items,
and much more.

16

_ & painting:
too big or
dyman servell. Free estiall Logan at
404.

4276 Radio Rd.• Dexter
THURS.(9/24), FRI.(9/25)
& SAT.(9/26) 7AM-?
Few appliances, clothes, toys, games

Multi-party yard sale! Household, tools,
hunting, fishing, antiques,lawn equipment,
small appliances, much more.

Large charity yard sale.

Ile Pall Po2cipel

Column

, must pick
27-2280

Tag Sale! Retro and antique items included. Full
size 1940's bedroom suit, full size bed and chest
(white), sofa & chair(1940's era), hide-a-bed
sofa, recliner, Kemnore electric range, Frigidaire
refngerator,.-kmana washer, Maytag dryer,
Whirlpool chest freezer, twin size bed,3 warm
morning gas stoves, 110 GE apartment clothes
dryer, dishes, cut glass, pots & pans, quilts, old
school desks, outdoor furniture, electric heaters,
old round pedestal table and chairs, dolls,
tnis. items.(A lifetime collection of items)

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. 25, 2015:
This year you exhibit high creativity, and as a result, you come up with
limitless solutions. Others often seek you out for help. You tend to
have a busy schedule. At times, you have difficulty making time for
people, which could be a bone of contention. Use this year to take a
hard look at what might not be working in your life. If you are single,
others find you to be romantic and highly desirable. If you are
attached, the two of you need more alone time together, away from all
the crowds. PISCES makes a great healer for yoti.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
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SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-pladng puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green

Answer to previous puzzle
time
ipplicants
, Adobe
ware - is
ism and
iriety of
rs expect

7 23
1 69
485
3 1 8
952
674
837
59 1
246

iclude
I).

vat
16

Pansy Lane
Take 121 South to right on Neal Trail,
take left on Maddox Lane &
left on Pansy Lane
FRI.(9/25) 7AM-4PM
& SAT.(9/26) 7AM-2PM

Diffieu ty Level ***

59468 1
7 8 2 5 314
1 63792
975 426
4 1 6 378
238 1 5 9
621 945
847 263
3 5 9 8 17

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call
(270)753-1916
email
classified@
murrayledger.com
or stop by our
office at
1001 Whitnell
Ave. —
Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.•
Fax:
(270) 753-1927

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Use the morning to the max, when you have a receptive audience. Meetings will go smoothly except for an issue that arises about
who wants to take the lead. You could sense a power play starting.
Reflect before you act. Tonight: Check in with an older friend or relative.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** A boss or a respected associate demonstrates his or her
respect and caring. You might be more demanding than you realize
and could cause a rift unintentionally. A situation is likely to develop in
which you'll need to handle a personal matter. Tonight: Relax with the
moment.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might have the best intentions, yet a partner seems to be
defiant. This situation easily could develop into a major rift. Financial
implications also might emerge. Don't push, but support yourself in
creating more stability. Tonight: Don't get too feisty with a family member.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You'll open up to a different perspective that allows you to see
the big picture. Decisions made with this mindset will prove to be
excellent. Choose to go your own way, if possible, and don't get up in
someone else's need to have it his or her way. Tonight: Watch a
favorite movie.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others continue to seek you out. You might need to screen calls
and be less available. A personal issue arises that you'll need to deal
with first. If you don't want to share what is happening, make it OK.
Tonight: Go along with someone else's choice.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Dive into a project in the morning. The more you get done, the
better off you will be. Complications easily could occur in the evening.
You will need to divide your attention. Before you say or do anything,
make sure your motive is not anger. Tonight: Just don't be alone.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Share your ideas in the morning. You have the ability to find
excellent solutions. Understand what a loved one is asking you. At a
certain point, you must focus on a project. Screen calls to accomplish
what you want. Tonight: Wind down and relax.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your creativity could be limited by a personal situation, but
once it is handled, you'll be able to handle nearly any situation. A friend
could be overly assertive, making you somewhat uncomfortable. Make
a choice that you feel is needed. Tonight: Celebrate the weekend!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might not be able to free yourself from being caught in
conversation after conversation. At some point in the day, you will
want to isolate yourself, as you have a lot of ground to cover. Be ready
to handle a loved one's demands. Tonight: Head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Deal with a financial matter head-on. Reassess a situation that
you feel is determined by its stability and financial ramifications. You
will seek out answers to your questions, and you will get them. Others
gain more awareness. Your mood could swiftly change. Tonight: TGIF.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Complete what you must in the morning. You also might see
one situation create multiple conversations. You could feel worn out by
midafternoon, but you'll greet the weekend with a smile. Take off early
if you can. Make plans spontaneously. Tonight: Treat a friend to dinner.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You might feel as if you can't accomplish what you want.
Swallow that feeling, and assume a positive attitude. Dive into your
work. Once you clear out the to-do list, you will lighten up. Make it OK
to have a mood change for the better. Tonight: Cheer the weekend in.
BORN TODAY
Actor Will Smith (1968), writer William Faulkner (1897), broadcast
journalist Barbara Walters (1929)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at www.lacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Welkin Back
Ten years ago
Laken Peal, Murray High sophomore, is shown controlling the ball
during action at the Mallory France
Soccer Complex.
Murray-Calloway
County.
Hospital recently donated surplus
medical supplies to Need Line.
Pictured is Ionia Casey, executive
director of Need Line, accepting
items from Bud Byars, director of
plant operations at MCCH and Bill
Vincent, maintenance employee.
A Kroger employee, Justin
Bearsby, 17, found an envelope
containing $900 in cash in an empty
grocery cart recently. The Calloway
County High School junior turned
the money in and two days later it
was claim by a Calloway County
woman who was overjoyed to find
someone had been honest enough to
turn it in. Don Cherry, store manager, rewarded the young man with a
$100 gift certificate.
Pictured is John Peck, Marc
Peebles, Doug Lawson and Evan
Lents standing outside Heritage
Bank celebrating its customer
appreciation day by giving out souvenirs, hot dogs and soda.
Murray High tailback Jon Wilson
is pictured looking for yardage
downfield
Ballard
against
Memorial. Wilson rushed for 295
yards and four touchdowns.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
responded to their ninth tobacco
barn fire on U.S. 641. Shea Sykes
owned the barn and the 1.75 acres
of tobacco lost in the blaze. This is
the second barn Sykes has lost since
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Winkler of
Murray are the parents of a son,
Eric Scott Winkler, born Sept. 7,
1995 at 9:02 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Two
sisters are Ashley and Amy Winkler.
Jared Lencki, Calloway County
High School wide receiver is shown
making one of his nine receptions
during a game with Union County.
The Ulcers won 47-8.
Frankie McNutt, a broker associate with Kopperud Realty, closed

her third million in 1995 sales production on Aug. 28.
Thirty years ago
Kentucky Attorney General
David Armstrong spoke at Murray
State University as pan of a series
of public hearings on victims' rights
in Kentucky.
The new Ritual of Jewels chapter,
Epsilon Lambda of Beta Sigma Phi
has been organized in Murray.
Serving as officers are Jennifer
Anderson, president; Judy Powell,
vice president; Dianna HarrisonPhillips, treasurer; Wendy Williams,
recording
secretary;
Cheryl
Warnick, corresponding secretary
and Tammy Graves, extension officer.
Forty years ago
Murray High School Tigers will
play Fulton City for their homecoming football game. Queen candidates are Linda Ransom, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Ransom;
Elizabeth Whitmer, daughter of
Mrs. Leonard Whiuner and Allison
Holt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Holt.
"Garrot's Galley" by M.C.
Garrott features Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Buckingham who recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary.
Fifty years ago
Marilyn Jean Cohoon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cohoon and
Clyde Elbert Atkins III, son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Adkins Jr. of
Henderson, were married Aug. 22,
at First Baptist Church.
Don Keller was installed as chairman of Chief Chennubby District,
Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of
America, at a dinner meeting at
Kenlake Hotel.
Ruth Sexton and Frances Sexton
have returned from a trip to Europe.
They left Aug. 9, sailing on New
Amsterdam and coming back on the
Queen Elizabeth.
Sixty years ago
Elected as officers of the senior
class of Hazel High School are
Gedric Paschall, Pat Scarbrough,
Wanda Curd, Glenda Hughes and
Oneida Wilson.

Birth mom is not out of options
for repaying daughter's loan
DEAR ABBY: Your advice
to "Poor Birth Mother in Georgia" on June 12 -- "Because the
college loan agreement with your
daughter was verbal and wasn't
put in writing, you don't have
a legal means to force her to
assume the loan payments" -was wrong!
Verbal
agreements
are enforced
if they can
be proven to
be true. Even
if the daughter
didn't
promise to
make
the
payments,
she may be
held liable
Dear Abby for
them
because
By Abigail
money provided for the
Van Buren
benefit
of
another gives rise to an implied
and enforceable obligation to
repay it.
If the statute of limitations has not run out, I think
she's got a pretty good case.
Whether it's economically feasible is another issue, as is the
wisdom of getting into litigation with one's daughter.
Check with your own attorney. You made a mistake that
you should correct. If you are
a lawyer, you should have known
better; if you're NOT a lawyer,
you should avoid giving legal
advice. -- ATTORNEY IN PALM
DESERT, CALIF.
DEAR PALM DESERT: You
are not the only lawyer to say
that. Attorneys nationwide wrote
to point it out, and I apologize
for that answer. Although I did
consult an attorney who said my
answer was correct, it appears
we were both wrong. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Under Georgia law, ORAL agreements are
enforceable. That mother could
bring a lawsuit against her daughter to repay the loan. A famous
Georgia case involved Ted Turner, who was sued for $281 mil-

lion based on an oral agreement.
A Georgia court upheld the agreement, and Turner had to pay the
$281 million. -- SAN FRANCISCO ATTORNEY
DEAR ABBY: Although the
agreement "Poor Birth Mother"
had with her daughter was an
oral one, there may be some
documentation, albeit peripheral: email, notes, birthday cards,
thank-you cards. Also, the college application and financial
disclosure form may say "loan
from mother" as anticipated
expense payment. The writer
should talk to an attorney in Georgaz. -- MARIETTA,GA.,READDEAR ABBY: Just the
THREAT of a lawsuit may bring
the daughter around. Lawsuits,
sad to say, have enormous blackmail value; the cost to defend
them is so high that people settle.
I'm a magna cum laude graduate and former officer of Harvard Law School, and for a few
years of my misspent youth, a
professor at the Northwestern
University School of Law. If I
were licensed in Georgia, I'd
represent her, probably for free
(lawyers do such things). -ATTORNEY
IN
IRVING,
TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: Tell the mother to consult her local bar association and ask if it has a pro
bono (free) hotline or clinic to
advise her. -- TEXAS LAWYER
DEAR ABBY: Have her contact Georgia's Division of Aging
and speak to Adult Protective
Services. Among the things it
deals with is elder abuse, which
includes physical, emotional and
sexual abuse, neglect by a caregiver, self-neglect and financial
exploitation. -- READER IN
GEORGIA
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Contact Dear Abby at
wwwDearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Common spices may offer
multiple health benefits
DEAR DOCTOR K: I've read
about the health benefits of spices
that most of us have in our kitchen
cabinets. Is there anything to this?
DEAR READER: I'll bet
you've been seasoning your food
for years, using herbs and spices
to add freshness and depth to
your dishes. Researchers have
begun to investigate the effects
of these flavor enhancers
on health. It
turns out that
and
herbs
spices may do
much more
than
make
food
your
more inviting.
Spices and
Dr. Komareff herbs contain
concentrated
By
amounts of
Dr. Anthony
phytochemiKomaroff
plant
cals,
chemicals that help combat disease. These nutrients are antimicrobial, which means they protect the body from bacteria and
food-borne illnesses. Below are
some of the latest research findings:
-- When meats such as beef,
pork or chicken are exposed to
high heat from grilling or frying,
carcinogens called HCAs form.
Adding rosemary to ground beef
may help prevent the formation
of HCAs.
-- There are many studies of
cinnamon, but they unfortunately
come to different conclusions.
Some find that cinnamon lowers
levels of blood sugar and cholesterol, but others do not. I think
the jury is still out on cinnamon.
(When it comes in with a verdict, I'll let you know.)
-- A small but well-designed
study looked at the effect of saffron on menstrual symptoms. It
found that 75 percent of women
with menstrual symptoms who took
30 milligrams of saffron daily
reported that mood swings and

depression declined by at least
half, compared with only 8 percent of women who didn't take
saffron.
Dried herbs keep their antioxidant and phytochemical content
during the drying process. So
whether you buy dried or fresh
herbs is a matter of personal preference.
Try substituting herbs and
spices for salt, added sugar or
fats. This can be a healthy way
to reduce excess calories without
sacrificing flavor.
Here are some commonly used
herbs and spices, along with health
benefits that some research has
attributed to them:
-- CINNAMON. Helps kill any
bacteria that may have gotten into
food; and as said earlier, may
lower blood sugar,triglycerides and
cholesterol levels.
-- TURMERIC. May inhibit
tumor growth in colon, breast,
prostate cancers; aids digestion;
relieves arthritis inflammation.
-- ROSEMARY. Reduces carcinogens that form on meat when
grilled or fried; may reduce cancer growth; may increase ability
to concentrate.
-- GARLIC. May disrupt cancer cell metabolism; associated
with decreased risk of stomach
and colon cancers; modestly
reduces blood pressure.
-- PAPRIKA/CHILI PEPPERS.
Reduces gas; increases immunity;
decreases cancer cell survival.
-- OREGANO. Highest antioxidant-containing herb; decreases
brain inflammation.
-- CLOVES. May kill cancer
cells; antioxidant; numbing agent.
It is possible that these spices
may have such direct health benefits. However, the healthiest reason to use spices is to make nutritious foods taste even better.
(To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St., Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise
attorney general.
In 1869, thousands of businessmen were ruined in a Wall
Street panic known as "Black Friday" after financiers Jay Gould
and James Fisk attempted to corner the gold market.
In 1929, Lt. James H. Doolittle guided a Consolidated NY-2
Biplane over Mitchel Field in New
York in the first all-instrument
flight.
In 1934, Babe Ruth made his
farewell appearance as a player
with the New York Yankees in a
game against the Boston Red Sox.

(The Sox won, 5-0.)
In 1948. Mildred Gillars,
accused of being Nazi wartime
radio propagandist "Axis Sally,"
pleaded not guilty in Washington
D.C. to charges of treason.
In 1955, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower suffered a heart attack
while on vacation in Denver.
In 1960, the USS Enterprise,
the first nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier, was launched at Newport
News, Virginia. "The Howdy
Doody Show" ended a nearly 13year run with its final telecast on
NBC.
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MORNIN; 13055 DO I MISS
ANYTHING IMPORTANT
YF-STERDAV?
ARE YOU
"7TALKING
ABOUT?

DON'T YOU REMEMBER THAT
YOU GAVE ME A PERSONAL
DAY OFF YESTERDAY?
I DIDN'T
EVEN
NOTICE
THAT YOU
WEREN'T
HERE.

IF I'D KNOWN THAT, I
WOULDN'T HAVE BOTHERED
,
j
_ (-• SHOWING UP
TODAY •
EITHER

THE GIFT THAT
GIVES BACK
Dear Heloise: In reading a
hint in your column about thanking your mom on your birthday, I'd like to share this:
For many years now, my
daughter has sent me flowers
on HER BIRTHDAY, saying:
by
Mom, you're the reaMOM "Thanks,
son I am here."
It always brings a tear to my
,eye. — Doris in Durham, N.C.
How sweet, and yes, a tear, but a smile, too!
Give your daughter a big hug from me for being
such loving daughter. — Heloise
EYEBROWS
Dear Readers: Eyebrows serve mere of a purpose than to just, well, sit above your eyes! They
keep sweat and debris out of our eyes (some people, anyway), and they can make a statement.
A few quick hints to help keep your brows looking good:
* Too much? Maybe an appointment with a professional will help you learn the right and wrong
way to shape.
* Good tweezers and a brow comb are tools
you need. However, I still use a lime-green baby
toothbrush as my brow brush. Works fine, and I
can find it in my makeup bag.
* Don't go overboard plucking! Usually, just
pluck a few strays underneath the brow. Unless you
know what you are doing. STOP after a minute or
two. Don't go crazy and pluck everything at one
time.
— Heloise
PS.: Once the shape is what you like, then sim-
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ply pluck a few stray hairs every morning or night
to keep things shipshape!
BOWL BRUSH FOR WHAT?
Dear Heloise: I read you daily in the (Steubenville,
Ohio) Herald-Star. I have a helpful, but odd, hint.
I go to my superstore's bathroom-brush section and
buy several.
I use them as great back scratchers! Oval ones
are great for cleaning ears of corn and other fruits
and vegetables. They make good pot arVepan cleaners because the bristles are strong Viit- Will not
scratch or leave marks. It goes without saying that
these are NEW bathroom brushes! — Jim M. in
Ohio
Well, all good hints, but I think for peace of
mind, I'd tape the handles with my purple duct
tape or something just to be sure I was using the
right brush! — Heloise
HINT QUICKIES
Dear Heloise:
* I put a box of baking soda under my kitchen
sink; my wastepaper basket is there.
* I cover half of the spice jar's opening with
tape; it's easier to control "a dash."
* I put my car keys alongside my phone when
I charge it, and grab both on the way out.
— Charlotte in Erie, Pa.
CLEAN BRASS
Dear Heloise: How do I brighten up my outdoor porch light? It has gotten dingy-looking. Any
ideas on what to use (it is brass)? I read your
great hints every day in the Rochester (Minn.) PostBulletin. — Harold in Minnesota
Harold, brass that has turned dingy is most likely nonlacquered. Grab a bottle of KETCHUP! Rub
the surface of the light fixture, then wipe off with
a slightly damp cloth. — Heloise
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Like coupon borders
Gushing review
Pleistocene period
Portent
Region of Spain
Set of bells
Floral garland
Express disbelief
Stood
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Summer on the Seine
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Concur
Rapper's entourage
Buddy
1975 World Series MVP
Raspy
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Provoke
Doing nothing
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Gator's cousin
Asian monk
Blackout causes
Refuses
Radio part
Unlike this answer
Medium's session
Witch
Big head
Beastly home
Use deceit
Supreme leaders
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Jerry of The Grateful Dead
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Not — dare
Be decisive
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By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. September
24, the 267th day of 2015. There
are 98 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On September 24. 1890, the
president of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, Wilford Woodruff, wrote a manifesto
renouncing the practice of plural
marriage, or polygamy.
On this date:
In 1789, President George
Washington signed a Judiciary Act
establishing America's federal court
system and creating the post of
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8 p.m.
ESPN2: Playoffs, Conference Finals. IBA
8 p.m.
ESPN2, Playoffs. Conference Finals, NA
Friday's Games
AUTO RACING
12 a.m.
NBCSN: Formula One, Japanese Grand Prix,
Practice
11 a.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR Spring Cup Series. Practice,
at Loudon. N.H
12:30 p.m.
FS1 NASCAR Camping World Truck Series.
Practice, at Loudon, N.H.
2 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR Camping World Truck Series,
Practice, at Loudon, N H
2:30 p.m.
NBCSN, NASCAR XFINITY Series, Practice. at
Sparta. Ky
3:30 P.m.
NBCSN NASCAR Sprint Cup Series, Qualifying, at Loudon. N.H.
5 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR XFINITY Series, Practice. at
Sparta, Ky
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN: Boise State at Virginia
9 p.m.
FS1: Stanford at Oregon State
GOLF
4 a.m.
GOLF European Open, Second-round, at Bad
Gnesbach, Germany
8 Lm.
GOLF European Open. Second-round. at Bad
Gnesbach. Germany

9n4BA

Today's Games
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
8:30 p.m.
ESPN: Cincinnati at Memphis
GOLF
4 a.m.
GOLF- European Open. Opening-round. at Bad
Gnesbach, Germany
8 a.m.
GOLF. European Open. Opening-round. at Bad
Gnesbach, Germany
12 p.m.
GOLF. PGA Tour Championship, Openinground, at Atlanta
IALB
6 p.m.
FSM: Milwaukee at St. Louis
7 p.m.
MLB. TM
NFL
7.30 p.m
CBS, NFL. Washinoton at N Y Giants

SPORTS ON TV

TodaYs Games
NCAA WOMEN'S SOCCER
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky. 3 p.m.
PREP BOYS SOCCER
Mayfield High at Murray High, 5:30 p.m.
MEP GIRLS SOCCER
Calloway County at McCracken County, 7:15
pm
Mayfield High at Mvuc)
rNIC:30 p.m.
PREP
Murray High at Calloway County. 7 p.m.
Fftys Games
PREP FOOTBALL
Madisonville-North Hopkins at Calloway
County, 7 p.m
Murray High at Russellville, 7 p
NCAA VOLLEYBALL
Murray State at Southeast Missoun,630 p m
PREP VOLLEYI3ALL
Calloway County at Quad State Invitational, at
Paducah Sports Flex, TBA

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Toronto
87 65 .572
New York
83 68 .550 3/
1
2
Baltimore
75 76 .497 1114
Tampa Bay
74 78 .487
13
Boston
72 79 .477 141
/
2
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Kansas City
88 63 .583
Minnesota
78 73 .517
10
Cleveland
74 76 .493 131
/
2
Chicago
72 80 .474 161
/
2
Detroit
71 81
.467 17/
1
2
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Texas
82 69 .543
—
Houston
80 73
3
523
Los Angeles
78 74 .513 41
/
2
Seattle
74 78 .487 81
/
2
Oakland
64 88 .421 18Y/
Wednesday's Results
Detroit 7. Chicago White Sox 4
I. A Angels 6. Houston 5
Baltimore 4, Washington 3
Toronto 4, N.Y. Yankees 0
Tampa Bay 6. Boston 2
Minnesota 4, Cleveland 2
Kansas City 4, Seattle 3, 10 innings
Texas 10. Oakland 3
Today's Games
Texas (Hamels 4-1) at Oakland (Bassin 1-6),
2:35 p.m.
Baltimore (T.Wilson 2-2) at Washington
(Roark 4-6), 305 p.m.
Chicago laltute Sox (Sale 12-10) at N.Y Yankees (Pineda 11-8), 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (E.Ramirez 10-6) at Boston (Miley
11-10). 6.10 p.m.
Cleveland (Co.Anderson 5-3) at Minnesota
(Gibson 10-10), 710 p.m.
Seattle (Paxton 3-4) at Kansas City (Colo 26), 710 pin
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pal GB
New York
85 67 .559
—
Washington
78 73 .517 61
/
2
Miami
65 87 .428
20
tAlaa
nt
62 91
.405 231
/
2
Philadelphia
57 95 .375
28
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
z-St Louis
96 56 .632
z-Pittsburgh
92 60 .605
4
Chicago
89 63 .586
7
Milwaukee
64 88 .421
32
Cincinnati
63 88 .417 321
/
2
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Los Angeles
86 65 .570
San Francisco
79 71
.527 61
/
2
Arizona
73 79 .480 131
/
2
San Diego
70 81 .464
16
Colorado
63 89 _414 231
/
2
z-clinched playoff berth
Wednesday's Results
Baltimore 4. Washington 3
Atlanta 6, N V Mets 3
Miami 4, Philadelphia 3. 11 innings
Milwaukee 4, Chicago Cubs 1
St Louis 10, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 13, Colorado 7
L.A. Dodgers 4, Arizona 1
San Francisco at San Diego. late

BASEBALL

12 p.m.
GOLF: PGA Tour Championship. Secondround, at Atlanta
5:30 p.m.
GOLF- Champions Tour. First-round of Nature
Valley First Tee Open. at Pebble Beach
MLB
1 p.m.
MLB TBA
7 p.m.
FSM. Milwaukee at St Louis
9 p.m.
MLB TBA

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-83

AREA SCHEDULE

David King

Business • Home • Car • Health • Life
more than one company agency!"

The Insurance Center of Murray

Sponsored By:

scams"EitCPA NW

01

Philadelphia (Asher 0-4) at Miami (Cosart 24). 6:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Jungmann 9-6) at St. Louis
(Wacha 16-6). 6.15 p.m
San Francisco (Bumgarner 18-8) at San Diego
(Kennedy 8-15). 8.10 p m.
Umpires: Home, Gerry Davis; First, Phil Guar
Second, Gabe Morales, Third, Tony Randazzo.

WEEK 3
Today's Game
Washington at N Y Giants. 7 30 p in

PRO FOOTBALL

coonbined.

insurance

ca\I the
pctOS!

./ Eliminate roaches, ants, fleas
and spiders
.1 Install Moisture Barriers in
Crawl Spaces Moisture
./ Do Treatments to Control Wood
Fungal Rot
J Install Clothes Dryer Vents

other services

infestation-

insmance against termite

Alma impussible ta carry

earilapudres, but it is

frown lines, surrans and

C- belp reamer losses

liumeourners

esti lean-

require termite treatment

More tian 2 iniilian isones

earliquakes

by all fires, storms and

damage than is caused

1111111115 billiss.Thisis more

Ihrmille damage totaling

Cairn* US biomes sorrier

Toll Free 1-800-264-1433

Benton 270-527-0406

Mayfield 270-251-01390

Paducah 270-4.41-0016

Murray 270-753-6433

.7 Install Automatic Foundation
Ventilators
Install Sump Pumps to Effectively
Control Excess Water
• Fibergfass & Cellulose Installation
/ State of the Art Whole House Air
Duct Cleaning
./ WE EVEN INSTALL A PATENTED FLOOR
SUPPORT SYSTEM!

Special 10 % Off Termite Treatment
Each year onsore than

Today's Games
Arizona (Corbin 6-4) at L.A. Dodgers (Kershaw 14-7), 2110 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Locke 8-11) at Colorado (Benis 85), 2:10 p.m.
Baltimore (1 Wilson 2-2) at Washington
(Roark 4-6), 3:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mats(Matz 4-0) at Cincinnati (Jos.Smith
0-2). 6.10 pm
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PREP FOOTBALL

Submitted photo
Kenny Humphreys, left, and Dan Terhune shake hands in front of a plaque dedicated to former Murray High football coah Ty Holland last Friday at Ty Holland Stadium.
victory over Marshall County at a
stadium named for the man who
guided Murray High to that 1961
state title — Ty Holland.
"You know what, though?
There's nothing like this school.
There's nothing like this place,period. I got a real thrill from this
tonight. There are just so memories

Meming

hune said, noting the irony of this
purchase."For all of these years,!
didn't realize that was Kenny's jersey, which is incredible. He was
my hero growing up.
"So a few weeks ago, I got to
thinking about this, probably because of the reunion coming up,
and I called him up."
"I've known him for years,too,"
Humphreys said of Terhune."So
we start talking and then he asks
me,'By the way, what was your
jersey number?' Then he asks
about what it looked like and he
told him it was black with a gold
80 and gold stripes on the shoulders, and he tells me, 'I've got
your jersey.'
"It means a lot,though. He'd had
that thing for more than 50 years
and thought enough of me to want
me to have it back."
The 1961 Tigers defeated Lynch
in the title game.That came in arematch of the '60 title contest, won
by Lynch.
"This is not about me, though,"
Humphreys said. "It's about being
a Murray High Tiger and the
Tigers that came before me,came
during my time and who are still to
come.
"I was a vice president of marketing for an insurance company
after (graduating from Murray
State University), and the thing
that drove me were the things I'd
learned under Coach Holland and
so many others when I played
here. I remember my boss would
tell me,'Do you ever slow down?'
And I told him, `No. It's not the
Murray way.
"So he said,'OK, then I'll just
have to promote you.—•

•

•
• . • •••• •.
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MLB:ST LOUIS 10, CINCINNATI 2

The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — Lance Lynn returned to form and Matt Holliday returned to the lineup for the St. Louis
Cardinals on Wednesday night.
Matt Carpenter simply kept on
doing what he's been doing.
The result was a 10-2 rout of the
Cincinnati Reds that completed a
three-game sweep and improved St.
Louis' major league-best record to 9656.
"A lot of things happened offensively today that were proud of,"
manager Mike Matheny said."A very
good day for us."
Carpenter hit a pair of two-run
'homers, Lynn (12-10) pitched six
scoreless innings and Holliday had an
RBI double in his first start since July
29 during a game when virtually
everything went right for the Cardinals.
Randal Grichuk and Peter Bourjos
also homered as the Cardinals hit four
for the first time this season.
Cincinnati fell into last place in the
NL Central, a half-game behind Milwaukee.
"It was a beating," Reds manager
Bryan Price said."We were never really in it. We got down so far early, it
was a daunting task to get back into
it. It wasn't a well-played game."
Both of Carpenter's homers came
off rookie Brandon Finnegan (4-1),
who allowed six runs in five innings.
With his second multihomer game,
Carpenter increased his total to 26
homers, 15 more than his previous ca-

•Racers...
From Page 6

"If you ask our whole team, the
difference between playing FBS and
FCS opponents is not about the size
or physicality. It's about the depth the
FBS teams have," Cicoria said.
"When you go from 60 to 80 scholarships and with the resources they
have (at the FRS level), that is what
comes into play. Its not necessarily
size, speed or strength."
Racers punter Landon Stratton,
who was named the OVC Specialist
of the Week this week for his perfomance against Western Michigan,
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AP Photo
St. Louis' man Carpenter is congratulated by teammates after hitting his second two-run home
run against the Cincinnati Reds, during the fifth inning Wednesday in St. Louis. Carpenter also
hit a two-run home run in the third inning.

Thursday, September 24,2015

said it's a nice feeling to finally have
a home game after nearly a threeweek absence at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"Playing in front of the home
"'crowd is a complete different atmosphere. from a kicking standpoint,
than playing on the road," Stratton
said. "Kickers are kickers. No matter
where we go,kickers are being called
out as soon as we step off the bus. Its
nice being at home, where there isn't
the hostility we see on the road."
Statton punted five times for an
average of 46.6 yards against the
Broncos. II

reer best.
"This is all kind of all foreign territory," Carpenter said. "I knew I
could definitely do more but where it
would head, I didn't know. I'm still
finding out."
Lynn gave up three singles, walked
none and alloived only one runner to
reach second base before leaving with
the Cardinals ahead 9-0 after the
sixth. He had allowed 12 runs in 1123 innings over his past three starts.
"I got outs," said Lynn, who declined to address the mechanical adjustments Matheny said the
right-hander made after his most recent start. "I wasn't worried about
anything."
Grichuk, one of four Cardinals
regulars to spend time on the disabled
list in the second half, started the offensive barrage with a two-out homer
in the second.
"We have a lot of guys that can hit
for power but unfortunately a lot of us
have been injured," Grichuk said.
"Now that everybody's getting healthier, it's going to be an exciting October."
St. Louis catcher Travis Tartamella
singled in his first major league at-bat
in the eighth.
Cincinnati slugger Joey Votto hit
his 29th homer in the seventh and singled while extending his streak of
reaching base safely to 40 games,one
shy of his career best.
Michael Wacha (16-6, 3.08) will
make his first start this season against
Milwaukee today in the opener of St.
Louis final home series. III

Humphreys regains state title Offense erupts
in Cards' win
game jersey 54 years later
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Kenny Humphreys played football at Murray High School at a
time when today's treditiori Many
ianis have of allowing seniors to
keep their game jerseys was not
the thing to do.
Humphreys' No. 80 jersey, in
fact, went to where all of the other
black tops with gold numbers went
after the magical 1961 season in
which the Tigers won the Kentucky Class A state title — into
storage at the school, more than
likely never to be seen again.
However,time has a way of creating change. Eventually, the jerseys had to go somewhere as they
were just simply taking up too
much space. And thus began the
road to this past Friday night, when
Humphreys, a starting end for the
'61 team, standing near midfield
with current Murray High Principal Teresa Speed, got his jersey
back, now encased in a glass
frame,54 years later.
"This is just so crazy. All those
years, I'd wondered where it
went," Humphreys said after the
ceremony that resulted in a standing ovation at halftime of the current Tigers' 38-7 homecoming

dr

that come back."
still knows well today.
Those memories were coming at
And thatjersey probably became
Humphreys in all directions Fri- the topic of several conversations.
day. Along with homecoming,Fri- However, if not for another Murday marked the annual all-class ray High graduate named Dan Terreunion for Murray High grads; hune, the jersey still would not be
which gave Humphreys the chance in Humphreys' possession.
to go over old times with his forLike Humphreys, Terhune
mer classmates, many of whom he played football at Murray High,
graduating in 1968, Holland's last
year. A few years later, though,
new Tiger skipper John Hina decided that all of the jerseys had
been stockpiled, well, needed to go
so he decided to conduct a giant
shirt sale.
"My number had been 82 so I
asked my brother(Bryan)to see if
he could get 82 for me. Well, by
the time he had gotten there,the 82
was gone so he settled for 80," Ter-
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Former Murray High football player Kenny Humphreys receives the jersey he wore in the 1961 Class A state title
game from current MHS Principal Teresa Speed during a
halftime ceremony last Friday at Ty Holland Stadium.
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Sports Information
Murray State's Landon Stratton practices punting at Roy Stewart Stadium this season.
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Attention Hunters!!
Get your ATV or UTV serviced today!

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU

Through three football games this
season, the Murray State Racers are
1-2 overall.
After playing NCAA Division II
and two consecutive FBS opponents,
the beginning of Ohio Valley Conference play is the true measuring stick
of where MSU stands. in 2015.
With league foe Tennessee Tech
(1-2) invading Roy Stewart Stadium
at6 p.m. Saturday,Racers head coach
Mitch Stewart knows his teams first
three contests where primarily exhibition games.
"That's exactly what I told our
team after the game (at Western
Michigan)," Stewart said. "And you
need to be careful how you word that
message to them. I said to them, "I
appreciate the efforts you have had
these first three weeks,but the fact of
the matter is that none of that matters
now. We're 0-0 and our season starts
now."
Stewart played down some of the
things Murray State accomplished
against Northern Illinois and Western
Michigan, when the Racers scored
20-or-more points versus FBS competition for the first time in program
history.
"A lot of people were fired up
about how we played against NIU.
That doesn't matter now," Stewart
said. "The first game (against Kentucky Wesleyan on Sept. 3), we
looked very solid in all three phases
of the game.That doesn't matter now.
All of that stuff is behind us and this
is when the season starts."
The Golden Eagles broke a twogame losing streak last Saturday with
a 29-22 home victory against Mercer.
The Racers, who have lost two
straight games to FBS teams, were
beaten 52-20 last Saturday at Western
Michigan.
Linebacker Joey Cicoria, who had
seven tackles, one stop for loss, a
fumble recovery and a sack against
the Broncos, has the same mindset at
Stewart.
"Right now, we're 0-0 and we're
excited to start conference play," Cicoria said. "It doesn't matter who our
opponent is because we're going to
prepare the same way. Since this is
the start of the OVC.you can feel the

Sports Editor

By JEFF ARENZ

IN See Page7

energy when you walk into the stadium."
Cicoria believes Murray State
players gain a lot of knowledge from
studying their opponents.
"I think our performance starts in
the film room." Cicoria said."We are
always in there. That's most of what
our preparation has been and Coach
Coop (linebackers coach Brandon
Cooper) has been doing very well to
get us prepared. We study film all the
time. I think that plays a huge part
and it's very underestimated. It helps
when you can anticipate what's coming."
Along with Cicoria, DeQuintin
Spraggins, Toby Omli, Jonathan
Jackson and Jalen Harrington have
been the top tacklers for MSU,so far.
With Tennessee Tech winning a
decision
in
30-27 overtime
Cookeville, Tenn., last season, MSU
knows the Golden Eagles will be an
equal opponent.

TOTAL YARDS GNNED-ALLOWED: Ten
nessee Tech 972-1.599; Murray State 1,3181,627.
RUSH YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Tennessee Tech 196-973; Murray State 346-586.
PASS YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Tennessee Tech 776-626; Murray State 9721,041.
TOP RUSHERS (AIL-Yds.-TD): Tennessee
Tech (Landart Vanier 31-127-0, Radir Annoor
11-36-0, Willie Davis 10-22-1, Dorian Carter
6-20-1, Jared Davis 25-12-3); Murray State
(Roman Clay 40-171-2, Nick Taylor 25-1391, KD Humphries 25-38-1).
TOP PA.SSERS (Cmp.-Att-Ydi.-TD-IM):
Tennessee Tech (Jared Davis 55-88-776-42); Murray State (KO Humphries 81-124970-8-4).
TOP RECEIVERS (Roc-Yds.-M): Tennessee Tech (Brock PAcCoin 22-372-2, Krys
Cates 9-210-2, Jordan Smith 8-74-0, Austin
Hicks 6-62-0, Dametri Watson 3-22-0, Steve
Wilson 3-16-0, Ladari Vanlier 3-11-0); Murray State (Jeremy Harness 22-375-3, Paul
Rice 18-196-1, Jartawski Davis 8-99-2, Dominique Rhymes 8-91-0, Nick Taylor 8-45-1,
Drew Rutland 6-46-0).
TOP DEFENDERS (Tackles): Tennessee
Tech (Tra'Dariu Goff 35, Jay, Rudwall 25, Bill
Dillard 23, Jordan Patrick 21, Stephen Bush
Murray State (DeOuintin Spraggins 24,
Toby Omli 24, Joey Cicoria 23, Jonathan
Jackson 20, Jalen Harrington 19.

all. 0-0 Ohio Valley, Murray State 1-2 overall,
0-0 Ohio Valley.
LAST WEEK: Tennessee Tech defeated
Mercer 29-22. Murray State lost to Western
Michigan 52-20
COACHES: Tennessee Tech. Watson
Brown, Murray State, Mitch Stewart
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Tennessee
Tech 67-108, Murray State 98-121

KICKOFF: 6 p m Saturday
THIS SEASON: Tennessee Tech 1-2 over-

TENNESSEE TECH
AT MURRAY STATE
The Murray High football team
walked into the confines of Ty Holland Stadium for the third straight
week last Friday against Marshall
County and did exactly what they
were supposed to do.They took care
of business on their home turf against
the Marshals.
Marshall County running back
Dalton Nelson was contained to just
35 yards rushing, the Tigers offense
put up 38 unanswered points and the
most critical element to the Murray
High passing game, Malik Britt, returned from injury to compile 75 receiving yards on only two catches.
MHS head coach Keith Hodge
was able to sub out his starters midway through the third quarter as he
watched the Tigers cruise to a 38-7
victory.
Hodge knows as well as anyone
that the scenario will not be presented
to him Friday when the Class 2A No.
6-ranked Tigers hit the road to face
the No.3 team in Class IA,the undefeated Russellville Panthers.
"This one is going to be a tough
fight. We've got to go out there and
put four quarters together. It's going
to be a really good game," he said.
After a few let ups against Graves
County and Hopkinsville that resulted in two defeats, the Tigers have
realized that they can't afford small
mental lapses, if they plan to compete
for a state championship in November. From here on out, practices mean
more than ever.
"We're implementing new things
this week,- Hodge said. "It causes
practices to be a little slower than you
like, but that's okay. That's part of it.
This is the time of year you want to
slowly add things as the season goes
along."
Russellville (5-0) comes into
Week 6 with a Wing-T style offense
that allows for the big play to happen
early and often.
"We have to play sound and fundamental football," Hodge said."The
Wing-T could cause problems for us
if we're not smart. The main thing is,
we have to play sound. No. I, we
have to contain the big play and, No.
2, we have to tackle well. They don't
mind the home-run swing."

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

•See Page 5

If the Tigers hope to hand the Panthers their first loss of the season,
cleaning up penalties would be a step
in the right direction. Murray High
committed 12 penalties for 78 yards
against the Marshals and, although
none of them were too costly, Russellville will make Murray High reap
what it sows.
Fortunately. Britt is fully healthy
again and quarterback Deslahvonni
Miles doesn't seem to favor a sore
ankle any longer.
After 195 yards rushing against
Marshall County and 294 rushing
yards on the year, Hodge said he expects a big week out of Miles.
Andrew Pajor(297 yards rushing
this season) and Isaiah Tucker (276
yards rushing this season)continue to
headline the running attack. They'll
have to match the ferocious Russellville running game in order to give
themselves a chance at winning.
The Panthers have rushed for
1,918 yards as a team through five

Javaren Robey 23, N.J. Jones 22).

Dickerson 13); Russellville (Mason Aguirre
32, Caleb Hardison 31, T.K. Hampton 27,

sellville (Joshua Bigbee 50-644-7, M J
Jones 37-566-8, Drew West 64-282-3.
Johnny Drumgoie 10-247-4, Jaylyn McMurry
21-98-2).
TOP PASSERS (Cmp.-Att-Yds.-TD-Int):
Murray High (Des'Jahvonni Miles 23-51413-6-3); Russellville (Jaylyn McMurry 1017-248-7-0).
TOP RECEIVERS (Rsc-Yds.-TD): Murray
High (Ethan Clark 5-41-0. Andrew Pajor 527-0, Isaiah Tucker 4-142-1, Malik Britt 3-980, Jumonte McClure 3-40-2), Russellville
(Jason Mitchell 4-93-2, M.J Jones 3-50-3,
Jordan Blick 2-61-2).
TOP DEFENDERS (Tackles): Murray High
(Tre Hornbuckle 33. Andrew Pam 28, Jeremhy Matthews 25. Chase Irvin 16, C.J.

No 3 in Class 1A,
LAST WEEK: Murray defeated Marshall
County, 38-7, Russellville defeated Todd
County Central, 64-28
COACHES: Murray High, Keith Hodge,
Russellville, John Myers
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Murray High
162-91, Russellville 247-116
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray High 1.678-1.106, Russellville 2,1661.082
RUSH YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray
High 1,283-445, Russeltville 1,918-646
PASS YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray
High 413-753; Russellville 248-436
TOP RUSHERS (Att.-Yds.-ID): Murray
High (Andrew Palor 49-297-2, Des Jahvonni
Miles 56-294-5. Isaiah Tucker 35-283-3,
Malik Britt 11-172-1, Peyton 10-85-2), Rus-

KICKOFF: 7 p.m. Friday.
THIS SEASON: Murray High, 3-2, ranked
No 6 in Class 2A, Russellville, 5-0, ranked

MURRAY HIGH
AT RUSSELLVILLE
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Murray High quarterback Des*Jahvonni Miles pitches the ball to running back Isaiah Tucker during against Hopkinsville on Sept. 11 at Ty Holland Stadium.

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger

Tigers have challenge of facing
Russellville in key road contest
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Murray State digs in for OVC
opener against Tennesse Tech
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again. I don't think anyone's going to
pick us, but that's okay. It's going to
be two hungry teams trying to get
their second win. We're undersized.
but we hope we have more juice in
the tank in the fourth quarter," Garrison said.
Jeramaiah Malone continues to
rack up the receiving yards for the
Lakers, leading the team with 382
yards receiving through four games.
Right beside him, Jacob Friedrich
has 241 receiving yards this year.
Cain's rushing opened up holes in
the Trigg County defense, where
wide receiver Kevin Robertson made
the Wildcats pay for collapsing on
Cain. Robertson, who came into the
game with only four catches, caught
three TD passes from quarterback

KICKOFF:7pm. Friday.
THIS SEASON: Madisonville-North Hopkins 1-4 overall, 0-0 Class 4A, District 1; Calloway County 1-3 overall, 0-0 Class 4A,
Distnct 1.
LAST WEEK: Madisonville-North Hopkins
lost to Paducah Tilghman 49-7; Calloway
County defeated Trigg County 33-27 in overtime.
COACHES: Madisonville-North Hopkins,
Lonnie Burgett; Calloway County, Mickey
Garrison.
POINTS
SCORED-ALLOWED: Madisonville-North Hopkins 81-212; Calloway
County 88-125.
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED:
Madisonville-North Hopkins 1,253-not available; Calloway County 1,044-1,489.
RUSH YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Madisonville-North Hopkins 855-not available; Calloway County 147-732.
PASS YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Madisonville-North Hopkins 398-not available: Calloway County 897-757.
TOP RUSHERS (Att.-Yds.-TD): Madisonville-North Hopkins(Jake Hibbs 54-248-1,
Aaron Miller 29-174-0, Dalen Gibson 30-1371, Tristan Lee 18-129-1); Calloway County
(Chandler Cain 28-94-2, Cody Orr 8-46-0,
Dareios Stribling 13-28-0, Nick Manning 914-0, Jacob Bellah 4-13-1).
TOP PASSERS (Cmp.-AtL-Yds.-TD-Int):
Madisonville-North Hopkins (Dalen Gipson
16-37-361-4-5, Nate Embry 4-18-37-0-2);
Calloway County (Cole Stetson 65-138-8977-4).
TOP RECEIVERS (Rac-Yds.-TD): Madisonville-North Hopkins(Jordan Wilson 9-1792, Tristan Lee 6-95-1, Nate Embry 5-124-1):
Calloway County (Jeremaiah Malone 25-3820,Jacob Friedrich 20-241-1, Cody On 9-1331, Kevin Robertson 7-133-5).
TOP DEFENDERS(Tackles): MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins (not available); Calloway
County (Chandler Cain 29, Jacob Bellah 28,
Cotton Cox 25, Colby Culver 24, Jeremaiah
Malone 20, Nick Manning 20).
NOTE: Madisonville-North Hopkins statistics are through first four games. Does not
include last Friday's game against Padauch
Tilghman.

MADISONVILLE-NH
AT CALLOWAY COUNTY

Making a dent:!Akers looking to
carry momentum into district tilt

GOOD LUCK

RACERS,TIGERS &
LAKERS!

Trailing Trigg County 17-7 in the
third quarter, the Calloway County
Lakers could have folded easily ...
right then and there.
They could have accepted their
fourth straight loss and looked ahead
to next week ... but they didn't. They
were tired of losing.
Through four games, the running
game has been all but invisible for the
Lakers. Thanks to Chandler Cain's
brilliant 90 yards rushing and gamewinning touchdown in overtime,Calloway County (1-3 overall,0-0 Class
4,District 1)now has a rushing threat
and its first win since 2014.
Lakers head coach Mickey Garrison enjoyed the first victory of his
coaching career last Friday night at
Jack D. Rose Stadium and he very
much intends to celebrate his second
DONNIE PASCHALL Ledger & Times
when a 1-4 Madisonville-North HopThe Calloway County defense attempts
to
make
a
play
against
Marshall
County
on
Sept.
11
at
kins club comes to Murray to start
Jack D. Rose Stadium.
district
play.
"What Trigg showed us,causes us
to move some guys into the interior
line. Chandler's just a strong runner.
He doesn't go down easy. It's like the
perfect storm came together. Going •
into overtime, we felt like if we could
get a stop, we could go ahead and
slam it in there. They had already decided at that point,they were pushing
that through," Garrison said.
When the officials signaled the
touchdown,there were so many highfives and hugs, that he can't even remember who he embraced.
"We came together and huddled
after the game, we had guys that were
emotional.They were tears ofjoy and
we hope that's infectious," Garrison
said.
Before Cain's big night, the Lakers had only 25 rushing yards in four
contests.
Calloway County has spent the
week adjusting to what they'll see
against Madisonville-North Hopkins
(1-4, 0-0). The Maroons come in
looking for their second win as well,
but don't let the record mislead you.
Three of their losses have come at the
hands of regional juggernauts McCracken County, Paducah Tilghman
MN
and Owensboro.
"They have a brutal schedule. I
think we're going to be the underdogs
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•Tigers...
From Page 3
games, while the Tigers have rushed
for 1,283 yards.
Although they can score either on
the ground or in the air, the Panthers
prefer plowing the ball through the
middle.
Tre Hornbukle, C.J. Dickerson
and the rest of the Tiger defense will
have to account for Joshua Bigbee
and M.J. Jones, as both have combined for 15 touchdowns(12 ofthem
rushing) this season. Bigbee has accumulated 644 yards rushing, while
Jones has picked up 566 yards carrying the ball.
Quarterback Jaylyn McMurry has
only completed 10 passes on the season in 17 tries, but when he finds his
target, the floodgates open.
Wide receiver Jason Mitchell has
93 receiving yards on only four
catches for the Panthers.
Coming off a 64-point performance against Todd County Central,
it's no secret that the Panthers can
score. Their lowest scoring effort this
season was a 41-point effort in Week
4 against Logan County.
Russellville could waltz in with its
distinguished record, overconfident

•Lakers...
From Page 4
Cole Stetson. Five of Robertson's
seven catches so far have resulted in
touchdowns.
"Kevin Robertson was special that
night," Garrison said. "I'm not sure
we'd be in overtime without him. He
really gave us a chance."
A suddenly balanced Lakers' offense is ready to combat the same in
Madisonville-North Hopkins. If you
take the passing game away,they can
run. If you take the run game away,
they can pass.
The Maroons have a dual threat
quarterback in Dalen Gipson, who is
16 of 37 passing, but has accumulated
361 yards passing on those 16 completions.
Gipson hands the reigns to Jake
Hibbs, who is the main ballcarrier
with 248 rushing yards on a mere 54
attempts'to lead Madisonville-North
Hopkins this season. Meanwhile,
Ahmod Crawford poses danger in the
Red Zone,where he has three rushing
touchdowns this year. Aaron Miller
(174 yards) and Tristan Lee (129
yards) are also rushing threats.
If the Lakers plan on perusing
their new-found attack, they will be
challenged. The Maixioas have,been
stingy against the run this season.
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and cocky, but Hodge deems that unlikely.
"We hope they do that. We hope
every team comes in overconfident
and feeling good, but I doubt it," he
said. "We're one of the toughest
teams on their schedule and they're
probably saying that, but we have to
go out and prove it."
Defensive coordinator Tony
Boone and the MHS defense will
have its plate full against the WingT,but the Panthers'defense is just as
capable as their offense.
Murray High's offensive line will
have to protect Miles from the likes
of Mason Aguirre, Caleb Hardison
and T.K.- Hampton, all who have
combined for 90 tackles this season.
Aside from Peyton Glynn, the
Tigers are fully healthy heading into
Friday's showdown.
The talent of Britt, Tucker, Miles
and Pajor were on full display against
the Marshals. They're going to have
to show it again, if they're going to
defeat the Panthers. This time, for
four quarters.
Hopefully, the Tigers will see a
similar result from the last time they
played the Panthers, when they won
27-17 on Nov.4,2005.•
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"Defensively, we've changed our
look," Garrison said. "1 feel like
we're smart enough to adapt from
week-to-week,but our concept is still
the same. We have to force the issue.
I've seen a lot of improvement."
Colby Culver, Jacob Bellah,
Colton Cox and the rest of the Lakers
defense has only progressed with
each passing week,combining for 81
tackles since Week 0.
If the Lakers defense is challenged
in the aerial department, Jordan Wilson may be the player they have to
key on. He leads the Maroons in receiving this season with 179 yards.
The chemistry is skyrocketing for
Calloway County because it finally
has another option in its offensive
scheme.
Yes, Madisonville-North Hopkins
is 1-4. Yes, they've had a tough
schedule. Yes, they're better than
what they've shown, but the Lakers
are, too. Stetson's passes have only
gotten crisper and, with Robertson
and Cain rounding into mid-season
form, Calloway County's overall
product on Friday night has,too
Kickoff for this Class 4A District
1 battle is scheduled for 7 p.m. Friday
at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
NOTE: Madisonville-North Hopkins statistics are through its first four
games.
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